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INTRODUCTION 

This is an attempt to give a convenient, 
systematic, and natural treatment of some of the 
fundamentals of topology--the fundamentals of a 
topology which will be a tool of general applica
tion to other branches of mathematics as well as 
an.interesting· and satisfactory theory. 

In this treatment we show that, theoreti
cally and practically, convergence is a notion .of 
central importance in topology. 

The results set forth here are not all 
new; there are old results with old proofs, new 
results with old proofs, old results with new 
proofs, and new results with new proofs. 

In large part this material is drawn from 
my doctor's thesis (Princeton University, 1939). 
I take this oppostunity to thank the many friends 
who have discussed various related questions with 
me. In particular, A.H. Stone, B, McMillan and 
B, Tuckerman have read the manuscript and made 
many helpful suggestions. 
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GENERAL USAGE OF THE ALPHABETS 

Small Latin Letters: a, b, c, ···, are used 
for individuals (indices, elements, points, etc.). 

Latin capitals: A, B, C, •••, are used for 
sets, collections, etc. 

German capitals: t, ~. Q, D, n, n, ~. fi, 
are used for collections of sets, in particular for 
coverings. 

Script capitals: a , i , C , • • ·, are used 
for ordered sy~tems. Except in Chapter I, these 
ordered systems are assumed to be directed. 

Small Greek letters: « , ~ , 
••• v, are used for finite sets. ~ 

used for functions. 

Y, a, £, 

and 1f1 are 

Greek capitals: r, !J., , are used for 
collections of finite sets, when these finite sets 
are denoted by small Greek letters. 

Dashed small Greek letters: ci, ~, y, 'S, 
···, are used for sets which are regarded as elements 
and which need not be finite. 

Dashed Greek capitals: f, ta, • • ·, are used 
for collections of sets denoted by the corresponding 
dashed small letter. 

(An exception to the last four rules occurs 
in Chapter VIII.) 
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SPECIAL USAGE OF THE ALPHABETS 

Corresponding letters in different alphabets 
are used for related objects. 

D is frequently used to denote ~ consid
ered as a set rather than as a set of sets. 

The indices 1, j, k, 1, m, and n usually 
run thru the positive integers. 

N is used frequently in two distinct senses; 
as the set of all positive integers, or as a nbd of 
the point being considered. 

U, V, and W are open sets. 
n, 8, and I are open coverings. 

These conventions are usually independent of 
1nd1nes. 

Examples. 

a 1 is usually an element of A, Y' is usu
ally a finite subset of C • & belongs to 4 (or 
perhaps to 4 1 c 4 ) • 
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USAGE OF GENERAL SYMBOLS 

e denotes class-membership, 

c and ::, denote set-theoretical inclusion. 

n and u denote set-theoretical intersec-
tion and union. 

< , > , A and v denote the corresponding 
lattice operations. 

l } are used to form sets. Thus, fU} is 
the family of all u•s. Also lx'} is often the 
set made up of x' alone, 

is used to indicate domains, etc. It can 
usually be read "where" or "running thru", Thus 
f(xlX) is a function defined for x in X, and 
{ f(x) lxeX} , often written ff(x) IX} is the set of 
its functional values, 

¢ denotes the empty set. 

Propositions whose proof is left to the 
reader are designated by "****" rather than by the 
words "Lemma" or "Theorem". 
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Chapter I 

ORDERING 

I, Introduction 
2. Set Theory 
3. Orderings 
IJ. Functions 
5, Products 
6, Zorn's Lemma 
7, Cardinal Numbers 

1. Introduction. In this chapter we concern ourselves chiefly 
with definitions and notation for sets, functions, and ordered 
systems. We assume familiarity only with the most elementary 
facts about sets and functions. 

Definitions and notation must represent a compromise be
tween theory and practice, We tend to use weaker definitions 
and more precise notation than some authors. In places we fol
low the definitions and notation used by N. Bourbaki and his 
collaborators. 

Certain conventions of notation, which allow the nota
tion to carry implicit information, and which are used consis
tently thruout, are laid down in this chapter, 

We begin with our definitions and notation for set 
theory (§2), orde~ed systems (§3), and functions (§4). These 
are applied to products of ordered systems (§5) and Zorn's Lemma 
(§6). We conclude with a modicum of the theory of cardinal num
bers (§7), 

2, Set Theory. We assume that the reader is familiar with the 
elements of set theory, and concern ourselves with notation, 

xlP, 
Ua,IA 

The set of elements x which have property P is 
This is often further abbreviated in obvious ways, &d 

for UalaeA , 

This last abbreviation is an example of an important 
convention. We use ~mall letters, a, b, c, for 
points belonging to sets denoted by the corresponding capital 
letters, A, B, C, For example, if B is a subset 
or a set A of real numbers,. then "For every a and some b , 
b 1· a" means "For every element a of A and for some ele
me: t b of B (which may depend on a, otherwise we would 
say "for some b and every a") b >a" 
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We often use the letters i, j, k, l, m, n, 
for in'tegers and N for the set of all positive integers, 

We consider a set, its points, and its subsets. If the 
point a belongs to the set A we write e.eA or A9a, (We 
have no hesitation in inverting any relation symbol,) If every 
point of A belongs to B we write AcB or B:,A and say that 
A is a subset of B, The empty set is ¢ (pronounced as the 
phonetic symbol and Scand,1.navian vowel). We make no formal dis
tinction between the e~pty subsets of different sets, The 
points belonging to either A or B or both form the union 
AuB of A and B , (We have adopted n , u , "intersection" 
and "union" rather than the older + , , E , n , "prod-
uct", and "sum" to avoid confusion when the sets belong to an 
algebraic entity (group, linear space, etc,), The points common 
to A and B form the intersection AnB of A and B, 

The union of a collection of sets AhlH is denoted 
variously as UhAh , UlAhlH} , and UhAhlH The inter-
section of AhlH is treated similarly, 'l'wo particular cases 
are UfAhl¢} = ¢ and n{Ahl¢> = X, where X is the set, 
with whose subsets we are operating, 

The points in A but not in B form the set A-B 
(This notation is not very satisfactory), The set of all sub
sets of C is 2 C , 

If AnB I¢ we say that A meets B; if AnB = ¢ 
we say that A and B are disjoint.~ollection of sets is 
disjoint if each pair of them is disjoint, 

We will often use alternative terms for "point", 
"set", and "subset", in an effort to avoid confusion, Ele
ments, indices, objects, etc,, may belong to or be contained in 
families, classes, systems, aggregates, or collections, The 
prefix sub is used in the same sense when applied to all these 
terms, Atypical usage is, "The system of all families of sub
sets of A , 11 

If, on the other hand, we apply the prefix sub to a 
word meaning a set with an attached "structure" of some sort, 
e.g., "space", "ordered system", "group", we imply that 
the set concerned is a subset with the "structure" induced by 
the "structure" of the object of which it is a subset, 

3, Orderings, We consider a set A and a binary relation > 
defined on the set (more precisely, perhaps, defined on the 
product or the set by itself), That is, for each ordered pair 
a• , a" of elements of A, one of the incompatible formulas 
a• > a" or a'; a" is accepted, (We denote negation by can
cellation with / ), If the relation is transitive, that is, 
if we have 
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3.1 a'> a• and a•> a* Imply a'> a•, 

then we say that a= (A,>) is an ordered s~dtem. (We use 
"element" and "system" when discussing sets with a.n ordering 
relation.) 

An ordered system may have several important properties. 
It is linear if either a• > a" or a' < a" or both, for every 
pair of distinct elements a• , a" , It is properly ordered 
if a• > a" and a• < a" imply a• = a" (that is, a• and a" 
are the same). It is reflexive if a> a for all a. It is 
irreflexive if a j a for all a. It is symmetric if a' > a" 
implies a"> a' • It is trivially ordered if a• > a" for all 
a• and a" It is vacuously ordered if a• j a" for all 
a• and a" 

If B is a subset of A, and > is defined on A, 
then it is defined on B; tf > is transitive on A, then it 
is transitive on B. Hence, if a= (A,>) is an ordered sys
tem, then 2 = (B,>) is an ordered system. We call 2 a sub
system of a, implying thereby that the ordering relation of 
2 can be obtained from that of a in this way. 

Two ordered systems are isomorphic if there is a one-to
one correspondance between them which carries their order rela
tions into each other. We write a~ 2 for this relation. It 
is clear that all the notions discussed in this § are invari
ant under passage to an isomorphic system. 

Associated with each set there are two ordered systems: 
the vacuously ordered system made up of the points of the set, 
and the system of all subsets of the set ordered by ::::, • 
There is a logical distinction between a set and a vacuously 
ordered system, but we shall have no occasion to insist upon it. 

The second ordered system and its subsystems are of ex
treme importance. If we speak of a system of subsets of some 
set, we will assume, unless we specifically indicate the con
trary, that the system is ordered by ::::, , 

We denote a subset of C by y and a collection of 
y•s by r . ( r is usually not the collection of all subsets 
of C, for which we hava already introduced the notation 2° ). 
A set containing a finite (or zero) number of points is a finite 
set. ( ¢ is a finite set.) A finite subset of C will be 
denoted by y , and the collection of all finite subsets of C 
will be denoted by r . We apply this correspondance between 
the different alphabets to other letters. 

We note that every system of subsets is reflexive and 
properly ordered. 

3.2 Lemma. Every reflexive and properly ordered system 11 Iso
morphic to a 1y1te111 of subsets of some set. 
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Proof, Let C = (c, >) be a reflexive and properly ordered sys
tem, To c' we let corresP.ond y (c 1 ) = {c le < c'} , The 
reader may easily show that this is a one-to-one correspondance 
between C and a collection r of subsets of C (here r 
will never consist of all the subsets of C ), and that this 
correspondance takes > into :::, and ::, into >, 

It is well known that an equivalence relation (that is, 
one which generates a reflexive, transitive and symmetric 
ordered system) divide the set on which it is defined into 
mutually exclusive equivalence classes. If we denote the 
equivalence relation by "' and the equivalence class containing 
a by [a] , then b e [a] if and only if b "'a , We remark 
that every ordered system has a natural equivalence relation de
fined by 

3:3 a•"' a• If either a• .. a• or both a• > a• and a•< a•. 

We may define an ordering relation on the system of 
equivalence classes by letting [a]> [b] if a> b, The 
reader can easily show that this definition is independent of 
the particular representatives a and b of the classes [a] 
an". [b] , 

3., ••••, Such an ordered 1y1te• of equivalence classes 11 
properly ordered. 

We use [QJ for the properly ordered system derived 
from a in this way. 

3,5 ••••, If a 11 reflexive, then 10 Is [Q] , and conversely, 

So far, except fo.r systems of subsets and equivalence 
relations, we have used > as the symbol of the ordering rela
tion in which we were interested. There is, of course, no 
necessity for this, and we will use several other symbols for 
particular relations. However, the usage of terms we are about 
to discuss is usually restricted to ordered systems whose order
ing relation is written > or 1, 

If a> b for all be B, then a is an upper bound 
of B. We define lower bound similarly, Any of the upper 
bounds of B which is a lower bound of the class of all upper 
bounds of B is a supremum (sometimes called "least upper 
bound" or "Join" ) of B. A given B may have no supremum, 
one supremum, or several suprema, When we say II a is a 
supremum of B 11 , we should, to be precise, say II a is a 
supremum in a of B 11 , but it will usually be clear what or
dered system is meant, If a is properly ordered, then· Bea 
has at most one supremum. An infimum ( "greatest lower bound" 
or "meet" ) is defined similarly and is subject to simular re
marks. We use the symbols v and A for suprema and infim&, 
Thus, a 'v a II is a supremum of a I and a 11 ) , In particular 
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cases {for an example see V-2), where the system is not proper
ly ordered, we may use some definite way to define a•va" as a 
particular supremum of a' and a" • We denote the supremum 
of {b tlT} variou'lly as: Vtbt , V {bt IT} , Vt lbtJT} • We 
use A for the infimum in a similar way. We depart from these 
notations if the elements are real numbers and the relation is 
"greater than or equal to" in its elementary sense, when we 
use "Sup" and "Inf" instead of V and A 

If each pair of elements (not necessarily distinct) has 
at least one supremum and at least one infimum (the pair a, 
a need have a neither as a supremum nor as an infimum), the 
ordered system is a trellis. If every subsystem has at least 
one supremum and one infimum, then the trellis is a complete 
trellis. The reader familiar with the definition of a lattice 
will see that a lattice is a reflexive and properly ordered 
trellis. Hence (3.5) the ordered system of the equivalence 
classes of a reflexive trellis is a lattice. 

We suggest the consideration of the following ordered 
systems (and, possibly, some of their naturally arising sub
systems); they should serve to make the meaning of these defini
tions clear. 

1) The elements are the positive integers, or the posi
tive and negative integers, with one of the relations: > 
(definitely greater than), > {greater than or equal to), \ 
( di vi des), - ( mod p) ( co~ruent modulo p). 

2) The elements are all finite sets of real numbers 
with one of the following relations: >•· meaning "contains 
more points than", >" meaning "contains at least as many 
points as", >'" meaning "contains exactly as many points 
as" • 

3) The elements are all measurable subsets of the 
closed interval [0,1] , or of the line (--,~), with 
A >0 B meaning meas{B-A) = 0. 

4) The elements are a, b, 
tion holds in the following cases only: 
c>a, c>b, c>c. 

and c, 
a > a 

and the rela
b > a , 

5) Query: Is any trivially ordered system a trellis? 

4. Functions. We have no occasion to deal with functions which 
are not single-valued. Hence "function" will be understood 
to mean "single-valued function" • We shall indicate the 
domain of definition of a function in the notation for the 
function. A function defined on the points of X is, for exam
ple,. f(xlX) • f(x) is the value of f at x; we~ use 
f(x) to refer to a function. With certain exceptions, such as 
r as a function derined on X and having values in Y, the 
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letter denoting the function is often associated with the set 
in which its values lie. Thus a(blB) is a function defined 
for b in B, and is likely to have its values in A, or 
perhaps in A" or A4 , 

We remind the reader of a few simple facts about such 
functions. If f is defined for x in X and has values in 
Y, then there is a function defined for H in 2X and having 
its values in 2 Y , which is also denoted by f and is defined 
by 

f(H) = {yly = f(x), xEHJ. 

This process can be, and is, continued to define a function 
from 22X to 22Y, and so on. The function r-1 from 2Y to 
2 X is defined by 

r-l(K) = (x lf(x)eKJ. 

Again, we max" repeat this process to define a function from 
2 2Y to 22 , and so on, We make this transfer from point
function to set-function or collection-function freely at all 
times. We have r(r-l(H)) = H, but only r-l(f(H))::,H, 

H-r(a IA) is an extension of g(blB) is BcA and 
f(b) = g(b) for each beB • · 

The notation distinguishes between f(g(xlX)) and 
f(g(x) IX) , When we write f(g(xJX)) we imply that g is a 
function defined on X, and that, as a point, g(xlX) belongs 
to the domain of definition of r, whose value at g(xlX) is 
f(g(xlX)) • When we write f(g(X)IX) we imply that g is a 
function defined (at least) on -X, and that g(X) is a part 
of the domain of definition of r; in these circumstances, 
f(g(X)IX) is a function defined on X, whose value at x is 
f(g(x)) • 

5, Products, The formulation of the product of ordered sets 
that we now give may seem strange at first, but I feel that it 
is the natural and convenient one. The product of t~o simple 
sequences is usually described as the set of pairs (m•,m") 
where m' and m" are positive integers and (m•,m") > (n•,n") 
if- both m1 > n 1 and m" > n" • We prefer to regard the ele
ments ·or the product as functions defined for the points 1 and 
2 with functional values in a simple sequence. This is the 
notion that we are going to generalize, 

If, f2r each oeC, ac = (A0 ,> 0 ) is an ordered sys
tem, and if r is a system of subsets of C, then we consider 
all the functions a(cly), where y,r and a(c)tA0 for all 
cey. Wedefine > by: a 1 (cly1 )>a"(cly") ifforeachcey" 
we have cey• (hence y1 ::, y" ) and a• (c) >0 a"(c) , The re
sulting ordered system of functions is called the product or the 
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ac by r, and is written (F.ac1c). The systems o.c are factors of 
(f,ttclc). If there is noiye;fsuch that c&.'lthen (lC is an inessen
tial factor. 

In the example above, C = U,2J, F consists of a single 
subset of C , namely C 1 ts elf, and O.' and a• are each the 
sequence of positive integers in their natural order. If r 
consi"Sts of C alone, then we write Pelle P f(lC IOI , or Pc 10.c I G] 
for (F,dclC). We call such a product the product of the o.c 
This is, of course, the classical case. Thus the example above 
is the product of two simple sequences. 

A product of ordered systems is ordered. A product is 
properly ordered, vacuously ordered, reflexive, or irreflexive, 
if all its essential factors have the corresponding property. 

If !Ac ICJ is a collection of sets, then we may regard 
the sets as vacuously ordered systems and form P{llclCJ . This 
product is a vacuously ordered system and may be considered a 
set. This set is called the product of the sets A . 

There is a slight further generalization of this notion 
of product, which we shall not need, and which we shall omit. 

6. Zorn's Lemma. We take an important and convenient lemma due 
to Max Zorn as an axiom. It is equivalent to the axiom of 
choice, and is a more convenient and powerful tool than trans
finite induction. It also has the advantage that it can be 
easily stated in elementary terms. 

An element a' of the ordered system (A_,>) is maximal 
if a>a' implies a'>a . (This coincides with the usual defini
tion for a properly and linearly ordered system.) 

6.1 Zorn's Lemma (First Form), An ordered system, each of 
whose linear subsystems has an upper bound, contains a maximal 
element. 

6,2 Zorn•, Le•ma (Second Form). Every ordered system contains 
a I lnear subsystem B, such that every upper bound of B I If any 
exist) belongs to B, 

A property of sets is of finite character, if a set has 
the property when and only when all its finite subsets have the 
property. 

6,3 Zorn•, Lemma (Third Form), Given a set and a property of 
finite character, there exists a maxi•al subset having the 
property. 

A condition on a function is a finite restriction, if, 
as a property of the graph of the function, it is of finite char
acter. This means that it is the logical sum of conditions each 
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of which depends on the functional values at a finite number of 
points. Some examples of finite restrictions are: that the 
function--

1) 
2) 
3) 

4) 

be a constant. 
vanish on a certain set. 
be additive (if defined on a group, linear space, 
etc.) 
be bounded in absolute value by~ particular func-
tion. 

s., Zorn•, Lemma (Fourth Form), The cla11 of those function, 
defined on 1ub1et1 of a given set and 1ati1fylng a given fa•lly 
of finite re1trlctlon1, contains a function no one of whose 
extentlon, belong, to the cla11, 

We suggest some results and methods of proof; the reader 
is advised to complete the proofs, 

1) 6.1 implies that, if A and B are sets, there is 
either a one-to-one mapping of A onto a subset of B or a 
one-to-one mapping of B onto a subset of A • (That is, the 
cardinal numbers of A and B are comparable,) For the rela
tion of extension orders the system of all one-to-one mappings 
of a subset of A onto a subset of B. 

2) 6,3 implies that any set of numbers contains a maxi
mal set algebraically independent over a given field, For the 
property of being algebraically independent over a given field 
is of finite character, 

3) 6.4 implies the Hahn-Banach theorem (Banach 1932, 
pp. 28-29), For the properties of being additive, homogeneous, 
and bounded by p, are finite restrictions, 

4) 6.1 implies 6.2. For the system of all linear sub
systems of a given system, when ordered by inclusion, satisfies 
the hypothesis of 6.1. 

5) 6.1 implies 6.3. For the system of subsets of the 
given set having the given property of finite character, when 
o~dered by inclusion, satisfies the hypothesis of 6.1. 

6) 6.2 implies 6.1, For an upper bound for the linear· 
subsy~tem or 6.2 is clearly maximal. 

7) 6,3 implies 6.2, For the property of being a linear 
subsystem is a property of finite character, 

8) 6,3 implies 6.4. For consider the graphs of the 
functions. 

9) 6.4 implies 6,3, For the property of being a char
acteristic function is a finite restriction, and a property of 
finite character for subsets is a finite restriction for the 
corresponding characteristic functions, 
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7. Cardinal Numbers. We need a very little of the theory of 
cardinal numbers, which we now recall. Two sets have the same 
cardinal number (or potency), if there exists a one-to-one cor
respondence between them. (Compare 1) above.) The cardinal 
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number of A is denoted by IAI We write IAI f IBI if there 
is a one-to-one mapping of A on a subset of B. 

A set is countably infinite if it has the same cardinal 
number ( *·) as the set of positive integers. A set is count
able if it is finite or countably infinite. The union of a 
countable family of countable sets is countable. The product of 
a finite collection of countable sets is countable. Any subset 
of a countable set is countable. 



Chapter 11 

DIRECTION 

I, I ntroduct Ion, 

2, Directed Sy1tem1, 

3, An Ordering, 

,, Sy1te•1 of Sub1et1, 
5, Stack,, 

6, The Countable Ca1e, 

7, The General Ca1e, 

1, Introduction. In this chapter we are concerned with the 
theory of directed systems for its topological applications. We 
discuss, therefore, only a part of the theory; a fuller account 
will appear soon in another place. 

2, Directed Systems. A directed system is a non-empty ordered 
system, Q (A,>) , in which we have 
2,1 For every a' and a•, and 1o•e a•, a*>a 1 , a*>a•, 

·This property was originally called "the composition property" 
(Moore and Smith 1922). We note that 2,1 may hold for (A,>) 
and not for (A,<), In this and the following chapters, when we 
write'- we assume, unless the contrary is specified, that 
Cl = (A,>) and that a is directed, The same convention ap
plies to a• =(A•,>), "B =- (B,>) , etc. We often use ct 
where A should strictly be used, as as a for a&A, 

Three characteristic examples or directed systems are: 
1 ° Any linearly ordered se.t, 
2° A system or subsets or some set, directed by::,; for example, 
the system or all finite sub~ets or a set. 
3° The neighborhoods or a given point in a space, which are 
directed by c , 

There are two important classes of subsystems or a di
rected system; the cofinal subsystems and the residual subsys
tems. A subsystem 'B or a directed system a is cofinal in 
a. if 
2,2 For each a, and 1o•e b, b>a, 

'B is residual in G. if 

10 
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2,3 For some a', and all a>a', ae'B, 

These concepts are related by 

2,IJ ••••. 'T3 Is coflnal in G. If and only If Cl-'P.> h not residual 
·lnO.. Hence'B andd-~cailnot both fail to be coflnal Intl • 

2,5 •••• Every residual subsystem of d 11 coflnal In a.. 
It is important that we have 

11 

2,6 ••••, If Cl is a directed system and 'B Is coflnal in 0, then 
'B 11 a directed system. 

We observe that a subsystem of a directed system, which 
surely is ordered, need not be directed. Clearly, 
2. 7 ••••, If C 11 cof inal in 'B and "B Is cof lnal In a, then C 11 
coflnal ind, 

2,8 ••••, If B':=iB", and'B" Is cofinal Ind, then'B' is cofinal 
In 0., 

A most important notion is that of cofinal similarity. 
d and 'B are cof'inally similar if there exist a', 'B', 
c• so that 
2.9 o..aia.•, a• and "B' are both cof ·nal in C', 'B'lll'B, 

If this is so, we write a"''B 

2,10 Lemma, If C is cofinal in both a and "B, and an,s,.c, then we 
may define> on D"'AuB so that both Cl and 'Bare coflnal in!>, 

Proof'. Initially, d' > d" is def'ined (to hold or not 
to hold)ifd' and d" either both belong to a or both be-
long to 'B We extend the def'1n1t1on of > by def'ining 

a> b, if', f'or some c, 
b >a, if', for some c, 

a>c>b; 
b>c>a. 

We leave to the reader the ver1f'1cat1on that > now 
orders and directs 13 and that 6 and 'B are cofinal in $1 

2.ii Theorem, .... is an equivalence relation, 

Proof. It is clear that ..... is ref'lexive and symmetric; 
we need only show that 1 t is transl ti ve. Let a ..... 'B "' (! 

then there exist O.' , 'B' , ~ 1 , 'B" , .fJ" , C" so that 
a ~ G. ' , a' and 'B' are both cof'inal in .B' , "B' g 'B = 'B". 
is• and C'" are both cof'inal in .fJ" , C" !:le! c Clearly, 
by changing some of' the primed directed systems to isomorphic 
systems, we may, without disturbing these relations, obtain 
"B' = '6" and D'nD" = B' = B" We may then (2.10) direct 
E = D'u D" so that J!J' and '9" are cof'inal in e ; hence 
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( 2. 7) G.' a.qd c• are both cofinal in & • Since <%!lid' 
and C"et. C , we have a ...... C and the transitivity is proved. 

As an equivalence relation,...., divides the family of 
directed systems into classes called cbfinal tYpeS, 

3, An ordering, We say that <l >'B if there exist functions 
a(blB) and b(alA) such that 

3.1 a>a(b) implies b(aJ>b, 

We have 
3.2 ••••,(b'Band"B>Cimpliestl>C'; hence:.. order, any fHlly of 
directed systems, 

3,3 •••*.4>'B and'B>'1if and only If there exist functlone 
a(blB) and b(alA) such that, a>a(b) Implies b(a)>b, and b>b(a) 
imp I ies a(b)>b, 

The reader interested in the meaning of 3,1 is advised 
to consider the following examples of directed systems and de
cide which ordered pairs satisfy 3,1, 

1° The integers in their 113.tural order. 
2° The system of all finite sets of integers. 
3° The system of all finite sets of real numbers. 
4° The system of all countable sets of integers. 
5° The system of all countable sets of real numbers. 

S.IJ Theore11, Cb'B and 'B>d If and only if 0."''B, 

Proof, Suppose Q ... 'B , then, for some (1' , 'B' and 
C' , we have ar.=a• , both O.' and 'B' are cofinal in C', 
'B's: 'B It is clear that G >C' , a•> a , 'B' > ~ 
'B > 'B' If a• e Cl' , then, since 'B' is cofinal in C' , 

we may choose b'e: 'B' so that b' > a' Hence we may choose 
b' (a'IA') so that b' (a') > a• for each a' ; simUarly we 
may choose a'(b'IB') so that a 1 (b') > ~· for each b' , 
Hence (3,3) a• >'B' and 'B' > d' , so that (3,2) a >'B 
and 'B > a 

Suppose Cl > 'B and 'B > a We assume that AnB • -~ , 
which can be obtained by considering a system isomorphic to 'B • 
There exist (3,3) a(blB) and b(alA) such that, a> a(b) 
implies b(a) > b, and b > b(a) implies a(b) > a We now 
extend the definition of > to D = AuB by setting 

a > b , 
b > a , 

if a > a(b) 
if b > b(a) • 

It is clear that JJ is directed by > and that a. and 1?i 
are cofinal in .& Hence Q ... 1?1. 

3,5 ••••. d"''B If and only if there exlat functlona a(blB) and 
b(alA) auch that, a>a(b) l11plle1 b(a)>b, and b>b(a) l•Plle1 
a(b)>a, 
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The interested reader might prove 

3.6 ****. If C Is finite, then PfA•ICl is a supremum of {A"ICJ, 

While we shall not need this result, 1t has consideraole intrin
sic interest, since it shows that > directs the class of "all" 
directed systems. 

4. Systems of Subsets. We shall see that each cofinal ty-pe con
tains at least one system of subsets. We use the methods of 
I-3. 

•LI Lemma. lfd is directed, then so is [d], and these two 
systems are cofinally similar. 

Proof. We apply 3. 5, where (setting -r.. "' [ Cl ]) a (b) 
is some representative of b"' [a] , and b(a)"' [a] . We 
leave the details to the reader. 

,.2 Lemma. If Cl=(A,>) is directed and if a'=(A,i), where a'!la" 
if either a'>a• or a'••"; then Cl' is directed, and a.and O.' are 
cofinally similar 

'5 ,: d' 

a "' b ; 

Proof. Let a•(alA) be such that 
, and let b(a) "'a•(a) and a(b) 
then the lemma follows from 3.5. 

a•(a) >a, let 
a• (a) where 

ii. 3 •••• Two isomorphic directed systems are cofinally similar • 

From 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, I-3.2 and I-3.5 we see immediately that 

ii.~ ••••, Each cofinal type contains at least one system of 
subsets. 

For many interesting problems, which lie outside the 
scope of the present discussion, we could restrict ourselves to 
those systems of subsets which are ideals in the ring of all 
subsets of a set. 

5, Stacks. A stack (this term is due to M. M. Day) is the sys
tem of all finite subsets of some set, called the base of the. 
stack. We recall that r denotes the stack with base C, et~. 

The topo~ogical importance of stacks is related to 

5.1 Theorem. For any directed system~, we have.11.>.0. 

Proof. Let .\ e. A , then since 6 is finite, there exists a.. 
d(6)e: .~, such that d(6) > d for all de:6. If we let 
6(d) d (the set made up of d alone), then 6~6(d) means 
deli which implies d(li) > d. Hence 3.1 holds, and A>£>. 

6. The Countable Case. Those directed systems which have at 
most a countable number of elements are of interest. Clearly, 
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every directed system containing a maximal element is cofinally 
similar to every other such system. If a is a directed system 
without maximal element containing at most a countable number of 
elements, then we may suppose that lanlNI is an ~numeration of 
the system. Set b 1 : a 1 , and choose bn so that bn > Bn 
and bn > b n-i • The subsystem 'B is obviously cofinal in a , 
If, for some n' , we had bn < bn, for all n > n' , then 
bn• would be a maximal element of "B and hence of a , con
trary to hypothesis. Since this cannot happen, we can choose a 
subsystem C : ( ck : bnk IK I of "B , such that Ck > Ck-i 
and Ck t Ck- z for all k • It is clear that C is cofinal 
in 'B and hence in Cl and it is also clear that C is iso
morphic to the system of positive integers in their natural 
order, that C is, in fact, a simple sequence. Hence we have 
proved 

6,1 Theore•, A directed system with a countable number of 
elements contains either a maxl•al (that Is, coflnal) element 
or a coflnal simple sequence, In particular, every euch system 
belongs to one of two cofinal types, the one containing the 
finite directed 1y1tem or the one containing the el•ple 
sequence, 

7, The General Case. The simplicity of the countable case is 
absent in the general case. Tho there remain many unsolved prob
lems, we can give some idea of the situation. We shall omit all 
semblance of proof. 

There is a family of easily accesible cofinal types. The 
structure of the lower part of this family with regard to > is 

I,, 

t,. 04 

L- 03 ~ t,. 
I,. 02 ~ t,. 13 

l,. 01 ~ /.- 12 ~ t,. 
00 11 22 

Here the indicated relations generate all those which exist by 
transitivity (thus 02 > 12 > 11 implies that 02 > 11; and 
it is not true that 01 > 22). All these cofinal types are > 
the type containing all finite directed systems. 

The types 00, 01, 02, etc. contain stacks. The 
types 11, 22, 33, etc. contain transfinite sequences. We 
see that "transfinite sequence> stack" never occurs. The co
final similarity between simple sequence and stack on a count
able base is purely the result of countability and does not 
generalize, 
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From this family we can generate a complete lattice of 
cofinal types. However it is not known whether the system of 
all cofinal types (suitably restricted to avoid paradoxes) is a 
complete lattice or not. Neither is it known whether each pair 
of cofinal types has an infimum or not. 
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CONVERGENCE 

I, Introduction, 

2, Convergence and Phalanxe,, 

3. The 8111 of R ighh, 

IJ. Effect ivenea1, 

5. Relat Iv izat Ion, 

8, Open Set, and T-1pace1, 

7, Continuity, 

a •. Separat Ion Axlo••• 

9, Historical Re•ar ks, 

l, Introduction. The aim or this chapter is twofold: to estab
lish convergence as a basic concept ~quivalent, in a very wide 
class of spaces, to closure and neighborhoods; and to make con
vergence available as a tool in spaces where the basic concept 
is closure or neighborhoods. We have also collected here some 
other topological results of an elementary nature which we will 
need later. 

In §2 we discuss the applicability of the term "conver
gence" and point out the phalanx as particularly useful, In § 3 
we establish the equivalence of closure, convergence and neigh
borhoods under very general conditions. In 14 we discuss the 
effectiveness or the various directed systems as carriers of 
convergence. In§§5 and 6 we discuss relativization and open 
sets, In §§7 and 8 we deal briefly with continuity and the 
separation axioms. In§9 we make some historical remarks, 

The results of this chapter may be summarized as follows: 
The term "convergent" concerns functions defined on directed 
systems. Convergence is equivalent to closure and neighborhoods 
in all reasonable spaces, When we use convergence in a general 
problem we need consider only phalanxes. 

2, Convergence and Phalanxes. While the notion of convergence 
can be further generalized (cp. Garrett Birkhoff 1939), I feel 
that, for the main purposes or topology, the convenient class or 
objects, whose "convergence" is to be considered, is the class 
of functions defined on a directed system and taking values in 
a space. All the further generalizations that I know which 

16 
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preserve uniqueness of limit in the classical spaces can be re
duced to this notion. This was the attitude taken by Moore and 
Smith in 1922 when they discussed the convergence of real-valued 
objects. 

Classically, one considered sequences; a sequence is pre
cisely a function on the directed system of the integers. 

Stacks (II-5) play a sp~cial role in the theory of di
rected systems; functions defined on stacks play a special role 
in problems of convergence. We call such a function a phalanx. 
The base of the stack is the base of the phalanx. A phalanx 
with base A is an A-phalanx. 

We shall modify our functional notation when it is con
venient. A function on the directed system a will be denoted 
by x(ala) as well as x(alA) in order to refer to the order
ing relation of a. If a. is the stack r , we write x(YIC) 
rather than x('Y Ir). 

One reason for the importance of the phalanx is its ease 
of manipulation. A phalanx x(alA) is inflated to a phalanx 
x1 (au~ IAuB) by defining x 1 (cxu~) = x(cx). (Here A and B are 
disjoint.) This essentially introduces dummy elements and is 
important for results about the selection of suitable subphalanx
es. Two phalanxes x(alA) and y(~IB) are meshed to a phalanx 
z ('I' IC) , where C = AuB, when 

z (-y) { 

X (a: IA), 1f 

y(~ IB), 1f 

l'>'I is odd, 

lyl is even. 

3. The Bill of Rights. We now set forth the relations between 
closure, convergence and neighborhoods in very general spaces. 
We are dealing with a certain set X, its subsets and points. 
A closure operator assigns to each subset H of X a closure 
H. We shall usually assume 

a.i J=•,·iiui=Hui, 
of which an easy consequence is 

3.la HcK implies HcK 

(but we shall not assume, for the present, more special rela
tions, such as H = H, H = H). A notion of convergence deter
termines, for each function x(ala) from a directed system to 
X, whether x(alG) converges to x or not. The statement 
11 x(alG) ..:onverges to x II is also written x(a) a+ x, or 
merely x(a) - x ; another expression of this statement is 
11 x is a limit of x(al<l) 11 • Similarly, 11 x(1 IC) converges to 
x II is a~ritten x(7)~x , or merely .x(1)-x • We usu
ally assume 
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3,2 If x(alct) converges to x, and 'B Is coflnal In a, then x(bl'B) 
also converges to x, 

A neighborhood system (usually abbreviated nbd system) assigns 
to each point x of X a non-empty family of subsets of X 
called the neighborhoods (nbds) of x. We usually assumP. 

3.3 If N1 and N1 are nbds of x, then some N,c:N 1 nN 1 Is a nbd 
of 1, (Tne nbds of x are d lrected by c:) 

~hese notions are often connected by 
3.11 x(al«) converges to x ~ whe!!.I.U-t a.• is cof lnal 

xeu(a1 1. 
3.5 I 11 a nbd of 1~1 t=ii. 

In Q 

8.8 N Is a nbd of x~whenever x(ala) converges to x, 
Nox(G.)JI•• 

3,7 xeii~for 1a111 a and x(ala), x(ald) converges to x and 
X (a)c: H, 

3,8 XE!!!ll~for each nbd N of x. NnNI I, 

3,9 x(al4) converges to x~for each nbd N of x, and soae 
a•aa, a>a' l•PI las x(a)aN, 

T~ese may be modified to 

3.&p N Is a nbd of x~whenever (for any C) x('ylC) converges 
to 1, Nnx(r),&I, 

3.7p XE!!H~for soae C and 10•1 1(1IC) converging to x, 
x(r)c:H, 

Further modification yields, where D = 2X, 

3.&pp N is a· nbd of x~whenever x(6ID) converges to x, 
Nnx ( A)#f, 

3.7pp xsii~soH x(c\lD) converges to x, with x(A)c:N, 

3,10 J-1, iiui-Hui. 
3.11 x(ald) converge, to x~for each a• coflnal In a and 

some x'(6ID) converging to x, 
x 1 (A)c:x(ll'), 

3, 12 If M·:,N, and N Is a nbd of x, then M Is a nbd of x, If N1 
N1 are nbd1 of x, then N1 nN 1 11 a nbd of x, 

We have-, 

3,13 ••••. 1,10 l•plles 3,1; 1.11 l•pllea·S,2; 1,12 l111pllu 8,1, 

In view or this result, we call 3.1, 3,2 and 3,3 the 
~ conditions a~d 3.10, 3,11, and 3,12 the strong conditions. 
One notion is derivable from another if the proper one of 3,4 
thru 3,9 holds. Thus, .if 3.7 holds, the closure is derivable 
from the convergence. Several notions are mutually derivable if 
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each is derivable from each other. We have, 

3,1, Theorem. The notion, of closure, convergence and nbda are 
equal in that 

I) If a notion satisfies a weak condition, then the two 
notions derivable from it satisfy the strong conditions and are 
mutually derivable, 

2) If a notion satisfies the strong condition, then the 
two notions derivable from it satisfy the strong conditions, 
and all three notion, are mutually derivable, 

Further•ore, if the convergence satisfies the strong 
condition, then we may replace 3.6 by 3.6p or 3.6pp and 3.7 by 
3.7p or 3.7pp in the definition of derivability, 

Proof. The proof of this theorem naturally falls into several 
parts. 

1•, 3,1, 3,, and 3,5 i•ply 3,12, 3, II, 3,6, 3,6p, 3,6pp, and 3,9, 

We start with a closure satisfying 3.1. If M::::,N and N is a 
nbd of x, then (3.5) xa-N .• Since X-McX-N, we have (3.1a) 
X-McX-N; hence x.iX-M, and (3.5) M is a nbd of x. If N1 

and N2 are nbds of x, then (3,5) x~X-N 1 , x.X-N2 Since 
X - (NinN2 ) = (X-N 1 )u(X-N 2) , we have (3.1) X-(N1nN2 ) 

X-N1uX-N2 ; hence x~-(N1nN2 ) , and (3.5) N1 nN2 is a nbd of 
x Hence 3,12 holds. 

Now if x(alQ) converges to x, then (3.4), if a• 
is cofinal in a. we have xex(a•) Let H = X-x(a•) then 
(3,5) His not a nbd of x, and, in fact, (3.12)' H contains 
no nbd of x , Let c5e: II. , then cS is a finite collection of 
subsets of X Some of these sets may be nbds of x; let 
these be !Kl Now (3.12) n!K} is a nbd of x, hence is 
not contained in H, Hence we may choose x 1 (c5)e:n(KI , so 
that x 1(c5)-11 (If IK} is empty, as surely will happen when 
c5 = ¢ , then (I-2) n(K} is X , and no difficulty arises.) 
Now x 1(c5)eH means x 1(cS)ex(c.•), If x 1(cS) is chosen in this 
way for all cSe II. , and A' is cofinal in A , then I say that 
x 1 ( ~) nN-/, ¢ . For N is an element of D, and if c5e:A' is such 
that Ne;cS, then x 1 (h)e;N, Now xex~ ; for if x•~ 
= X-(X-x 1( II.')} , then (3,5) X-x 1( 11.1 ) would be a nbd of x , 
whence x 1 ( N )n(X-x1 (11.1 )) -/, ¢ which is a contradiction. Hence 
(3,4) x 1 (c5ID) converges to x, and since each x 1(6)ex(a•) 
we have x 1 (11.)0l(d')) , and the first part of 3,11 is proved, 

Now suppose that x(ala) and x are given, and that, 
for each a• cofinal in a there is an x•(61D) converging 
to x with x' ( A)c:x( a' ) . Now A is cofinal in· II. , hence 
(3,4) xei(AJ , and, since (3,la) :i"i'"[AJex(d') , we have 
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xe:xf<iil, Hence (3,4) x(ala) converges to x, and the re
mainder of 3,11 is proved, 

If N is a nbd of x, and x(ala) converges to x, 
then (3,4) xex(a) ; hence (as above) X-x(a) contains no nbd 
of x, Therefore X-x(Q)~N, that is, Nnx(a) r,, Thus one 
half of 3,6, 3,6p and 3,6pp is proved, The remainder of 3,6, 
3,6p and 3,6pp follows from the argument used in proving the 
first half of 3,11, 

Let x(ald) converge to x j and let N be a nbd of 
x • Let 'B = (alx(a).iNI , then (II-2.4) either "B is cofinal 
in a or Q.-Y!I is residual in d , If '8 were cofinal in Q , 
then (3,4) xe:i"lii1. But x('P.l)c:X-N; hence, since (3,la) 
~c:X-N, XE!!!X-N this contradicts (3,5) the hypothesis that 
N is a nbd of x , Hence a - n 1s residual in a ; that is, 
there exists an a• such that a> a' implies atE"B, which 
means x(a)e:N, One half of 3,9 is proved, 

Suppose that if N is a nbd of x there exists an a' 
such that a > a' implies x(a)eN. Let a•c:a. be such that 
xex"'"'{cii'j , Then (3,5) X-x(a•) is a nbd of x and, for some 
a', a > a' implies x(a)eX-x(A') , Hence a• is not cofinal 
in a . Hence 1f a I is cofinal in a we have xex(Q.1 ) and 
(3,4) x(ala) converges to x. The remainder of 3,9 is 
proved. 

2°, 3,2. 3,6 and 3,7 Imply 3.10, 3,12, 3.5 and 3.8, 

We begin with a convergence satiuy1ng 3,2, Clearly 
x(Q)cp is impossible; hence (3,7) ~ is impossible. There
fore i =,, If XEH, th~n (3,7) some x(alO.) converges to 
x, where x((l)cHcHuK; hence (3,7) xeRuX, Therefore 
HuKcHuK. If XeHuK, then (3,7) some x(alQ) converges to 
x and x(Cl)c:HuK. Let a.•= (a(x(a)eHI, Q" = (alx(a)eKJ; 
then a•ua." = d and (II-2) either a• or a" 1 is cofinal in 
d. If a• is cofinal in (l, then (3,2) x(al<l) converges to 
x and (3.7) xeii , If O." is cofinal in a. , we may show in 
a similar way that xeK, Hence '.IIulrcliuK, Hence ffiiK = ffuf, 
and 3,10 is proved, 

If N is a nbd of x, then (3,6) Nux(O.) r ~, when
ever x ( a Id) converges to x , If M:,N , then surely 
Mnx(Cl) r p, whenever x(ald) converges to x, Hence (3,6) M 
is a nbd of x. If N' and N" are such that N'nN"nx(a) • ~, 
where x(alQ) converges to x, then, as above, either d' or 
Cl" is cofinal in 0., where (1 1 = lalx(a)eN'I , and 
C." = (a(x(a)eN"I • If Cl' is corinal in Cl, then (3.2) 
x(a1a•) converges to x; hence (3,6), since N'nx(a•) • ~, 
N' is not a nbd of x • Similarly, if (1 11 is cofir..al ir, , 
N" is not a nbd or x, Hence, if N' and N" are nbds or 
x, then N1nN"nx(a) r,, whenever x(a1a) converges to x. 
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Hence (3.6) N1nN 11 is a nbd of x • So 3.12 holds. 

If N is a nbd of x, then (3.6) Nnx(G) ! J6, when
ever x(at<l) converges to x. Hence we cannot have both 
x(Q)cX-N and x(alCl) converging to x; hence (3,7) x~-N. 
The remainder of 3.5 follows by reversing this argument. 

If :xeH, then (3.7) some x(alO.) converges to x with 
:x{a)cH. If N is a nbd of :x, then (3.6) NnHjNnx(a) f J6. 
Conversely, if HnN f J6 for all nbds of x, then, since 
Hn(X-H) = J6, X-H is not a nbd of :x,. and (3.5) xeX=--~(X~-~H~) 
= H. Hence 3.8 holds. 

3•. 3.3, 3.8 and 3,9 i•ply 3,10, 3.11, 3.it, 3.7, 3,7p and 3.7pp. 

We begin with a nbd system satisfying 3,3. Any x has 
some nbd N; ¢nN = J6; hence (3.8) :x~¢. Hence J6 = J6. 
If xeH, then (3.8) , for each nbd N of x, (HuK)nN:::,HnN 
f J6. Hence (3.8) :xeHuX. So we have fiuKcHuK. If x~HuK, 
then (3.8) for some nbds N' and N" of :x , HnN' = J6 = KnN" • 
Let N*cN 1nN 11 be a nbd of x ; then 
(HuK)n:tl*dHuK)n(N 1nN" )c(HnN 1 ) u(KnN") = J6 • Hence (3 .8) xfl!HulC 
Hence Hut:diuX. Hence HuK = HuX. Thus 3.10 is proved. 

Let x(a1a) converge to x • Let c5eA be a finite 
collection of subsets of x. Some of these, (NI , are nbds of 
x; then (3,9) there are aN so that a> aN implies 
x(a)eN • Since a is directed we may choose aeaN for this 
finite collection of aN's • Let x•(c5) = x(a) • Then, if Nec5 
is a nbd of :x, NE:6 implies :x•(o)eN, Hence (3.9) :x 1 (6ID) 
converges to :x, Now 3,2 is an immediate consequence of 3.9. 
Bence we can apply.the argument above to x(al<l.'), where a.• 
is cofinal in a. , Thus one half of 3 .11 is proved. 

If x(a I Cl) does not converge to x ; then (3,9) for 
some N and every a there is an a• > a such that x(a• )fl!N, 
That is, a• = lalx(a)eNI is cofinal in <1. It is clear from 
this and 3,9 that the other half of 3.11 holds. 

We proceed to the proof of 3.4. If x(ald) converges 
to x , and (1' is cofinal in 0., then (3.11, 3,13) x(al<l') 
converges to x. Whence (3,9) x(a• )nN f J6, and (3.8) 
xex"1cfil. To prove the converse of this result we proceed as in 
the proof of the latter half of 3.11, applying 3.8 as well as 
3.9, This completes the proof of 3.4. 

If xcff, and if INI is a finite collection of nbds 
of ·x, then (3.3), for some nbd N1 of x, Ne!{NI implies 
N1c=N , and hence (3,8) BnN' f J6 • If c5eA , and if (NI 
consists of those nbds of x which belong to c5 , then we may 
choose x 1 ( c5 )eH so that :x 1 ( c5 )en(NI , Hence, as in the proof 
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of 3,11, x•(lilD) converges to x, 
3,7P and 3,7PP is proved, If x(ala) 
x(G)cH, then (3,9j, for each nbd N 
hence (3,8) xeH, This completes the 
3,7pp. 

Thus one half of 3,7, 
converges to x, and if 
of x HnN-:ix{O.)nN /,. id 
proof of 3,7, 3,7P and 

11°, 3,10 and 3,11 i•ply 3,7, 3,7p and 3,7pp, 

Let xeH , Let . IKI be the class of subsets of H 
such that xelr-IC, If K' and K" belong to [Kl, then, since 
(3,10) H-(K'nK") = (H-K1 )u(H-K11 ) = H-K 1uH-K 11 1 X&H-(K' K11 ) 

and so K' nK"elKI , Thus an intersection of a finite number of 
K's is a K , Since xeH = ~ , ideK , Let 6eb. ; let K,s 
be the intersection of the K's belonging to 6; ana choose 
x' (6)eK6 , Then, if KeK and Ke6, x• (6)eK , I say that 
x•(lilD) converges to x, Forif b.1 c:b.issuchthat 
xex"""'i"'fA'l, then H-x 1 (b.1 ) is a K and no 6 containing this 
K can belong to b.1 • Hence b.1 is not cofinal in b. , Hence, 
is b. 1 is cofinal in b., then xe~ , Conversely, let 
x ( a ICl) converge to x and x (!t)"cH • Now a is cofinal in a. , 
hence (3,4) xeiTlneH, Hence 3,7, 3,7p and 3,7PP hold, 

s•, 3,10 and 8,5 Imply 3,8, 

If xeH, and if N is a nbd of x; then (3,5) 
x~lr-N; hence H¢X-N; hence (3,10) HitX-N, that is NnH .,t,. id, 
Conversely, if, for all nbds, N, of x, HnN /,.id, then, 
since Hn(X-H) =id, X-H is not a nbd of x. Hence (3.5) 
xeX-(X-H) = H. So we have proved 3,8. 
6°, 3.11 and 3,6 Imply 3,9, 

Let x(ala) converge to x, and let N be a nbd of 
x , Let a• = lalx(a)~Nl • If O.' were cofinal in a., then 
(3,2) x(ala') would converge to x, which is impossible 
(3.6) since x(<11 )nN = ¢ , Hence (II-2.4) a-0.' is residual 
in a ; that is, there is an a' such that a> a' implies 
ae<i' , that is, x(a)eN, Conversely, suppose that, for each 
nbd, N, of x, there is an a' such that a> a' implies 
x(a)eN, Let a• be cofinal in d. If X-x(Q•) were a nbd of 
x; then, for some a' , a> a• would imply x(a)eX-x(<l' ), 
Since a• is cofinal in a, this is impossible and X-x(d') 
is not a nbd of x . Hence (3.6) there is an x" (bl~) suoh 
that (X-x(C11 ))nx"('B)=¢, and x"(bl5) conv;rgesto x_. 
Hence x"('D)cx• (ll') and (3.11), since 'B is cofinal in P.. , 
some x• (.SID) converges to x with x• (~)c:x"(ts)c:x(a•) , Since 
(11 was any cofinal subsystem of a, we have (3.11) x(ala) 
converging to x, So we have proved 3,9, 

7°. 3.11 and 3.7 i•ply 3,111, 

Let x(ala) converge to x, and let a• be cofinal 
in a. Then (3,2) x(ald') converges to x; hence (3,7) 
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xeiT<frl. Conversely, suppose that for every a• cofinal in 
a, xexTcfil , Then (3. 7) some x' (bl'B ) converges to x , 
where x 1 ('B)cx(d1 ) , The argument proceeds precisely as in the 
last part of 6°, and we have x(ala) converging to x So 
3,4 is proved. 

8°, 3,12 and 3.8 imply 3.5. 

If N is a nbd of x, then (3,8), since Nn(X-N) = ¢, 
xeX-N, Conversely, if x~-N, then (3,8), for some nbd N' 
of x, (X-N)nN 1 = ¢, That is, N~N' ; hence (3,12) N is a 
nbd of x. So we have proved 3,5, 

9°, 3,12 and 3.9 Imply 3.6, 3.&p and 3.&pp, 

If N is a nbd of x, and if x(al<i) converges to 
x; then (3,9) x(a)nN I¢. Conversely, if H is not a nbd 
of x, then (3,12) H contains no nbd of x. If 6e:A, and 
{NJ is the collection of nbds of x belonging to h , then 
the intersection of these N is a nbd of x, say N6 , and 
is not contained in H. Choose x•(6) so that it belongs to 
N, but not to H • Therefore, Ne:INJ implies x 1 (c5 )eN • Now 
x•(61D) converges to x, and Hnx'(A) = ¢. So we have proved 
3,6, 3,6p and 3,6pp. 

These nine parts, together with 3,13 prove the various 
statements of the theorem. 

3,15 Remarks. a) This theorem shows that at the stage of 
generality represented by the strong conditions the three no
tions of closure operator, convergence, and nbd system stand on 
an equal footing, From a theoretical standpoint they serve 
equally well as the initial concept. 

b) One might remark that 3,1 and 3,10 are the 
same, and that this is a sort of dissymrnetry, This could be 
easily avoided by changing some of 3,4 to 3,9, after which we 
could use ~ = ¢, HuKdiuK in place of 3,1, However, it does 
not seem worth while to complicate 3,4 to 3,9 to obtain apparent 
symmetry. For in the best behaved (Euclidean) spaces, 3,4 to 
3,9, as they stand, are the simplest relations between closure, 
convergence and nbds. 

c) I do not say that, in practice, convergence 
is always as convenient and useful as closure and nbds. This is 
not true. But two things are true; first, there are spaces of 
interest to the analyst where convergence is the natural initial 
concept; second, convergence is a valuable tool, even in the 
most general space, whose neglect is wasteful in many problems. 

d) The statement that 3,6 and 3,7 can be re
placed by 3,6p or 3,6pp and 3,7P or 3,7pp respectively is freely 
expressed as 
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The convergence of phalanxes I• sufficient to deacrlbe 
the topology of a apace aatlsfylng the strong condition,. 

e) One result or this theorem is that, if one 
notion satisfies the strong condition, then we may define the 
other two notions so that 3.1 thru 3,12 hold. This level or 
generality seem a very natural one, so we make the following 
defin1 tion. 

3,16 Definition. A topology for a set consists or a closure 
operator, notion or convergence and nbd system satisfying 3.1 
thru 3,12, A space is a set and a topology for that set. The 
points or the space are the points or the set. 

It is clear that either a closure operator satisfying 
3,10 or a notion or convergence satisfying 3.11 or a nbd system 
satisfying 3,12 defines a unique topology. 

A collection, IN8 IAI , or nbds or x, is a nbd basis 
at x , 1.r for every nbd N or x and some a , N8 c:N , A 
collection, INalAI , or nbds or x is a nbd sub-basis at x, 
1f' ro:o each nbd N or x and some a , n(N8 1aealcN • We 
have, 

3.17 ••••. If IN IAI h a nbd baa la at x, then IN, IBI h a nbd 
baal1 at JI If ana only If, both for each a and IOH b, N,c:N,, 
and for each b and 1o•e a, N,c:N,. 

3.18 ••••. If the old nbd1 ut l1fy 3.3, and If the new nbda 
are derivable fro• (either and hence both) the convergence and 
the cloaure derivable fro• the old nbd1, then the old nbd1 of 1 
are a nbd baala at x with reapect to the new nbda. 

Results similar to 3,18 dealing with closures satisfying 
3,1 and convergences satisfying 3,2 can easily be stated and 
proved. 

Ir a set has two topologies (which we indicate by in
dices 1 and 2), then topology1 is finer than topoloSYa if any 
(and hence all) of the following equivalent conditions hold, 

3.21 H' 11 c:.ii12 : for al I H. 
3.22 J1(afd) convergea 1 to JI l•Plle1 J1(afQ) converge1 1 to x. 
3,23 N la a nbd 1 of x laplle1 I la a nbd 1 of JI• 

4. Effectiveness. We now inquire about the effectiveness or dif
ferent directed systems as carriers or convergent objects. We 
consider convergence in spaces (3.16), where, since convergence 
is derivable from nbds all directed systems are equally favored. 
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4.1 Definition. A directed system a is said to be as effec
tive·for convergence as a directed system ~, if, whenever 
x(bln) converges to x, there exists an -x•(ala) converging 
to x , with x• (<l)cx(B) • 

,.2 Theore11. Ci is as eftective as 'B if and only if G>P..(in the 
11nse of 11-3). 

Proof. If a> 'B , there exist functions a(bl1'3) and b(alel) 
such that a> a(b) implies b(a) > b. If x(bl~) converges 
to x, then we set x•(a) = x(b(a)), thus defining x•(al«) 
If N is a nbd of x, then (3.9), for some b' , b > b' 
implies x(b)eN. But if a> a(b'), we have b(a) > b' , 
hence x•(a)eN; hence (3.9) x(ala) converges to x. 

If a is as effect! ve as n , then we consider the 
following space; X = B u (ool, where oo ~B , and H is a nbd of 
oo if, for some b' , b > b' implies beH. The other points 
of X are assigned nbds in any way satisfying 3.12. The identi
cal function (b*(b) = b) converges to oe ; hence (4.1) some 
b"(a!Ct) converges to oo. Now B(b) = lb'lb' > bl is a nbd of 
oo; hence (3.9) there is an a(b) such that a> a(b) implies 
b" (a )eB(b) , Hence CI > 'B • 

4.3 Remarks. a) This theorem provides additional support for 
the use of > as a central relation in the theory of directed 
systems. 

b) There is (II-5.1) a stack as effective as any 
particular directed system.· Together with 4.2 this explains why 
phalanxes are sufficient for general topological purposes. 

c) In the countable case (II-6) any directed 
system without last element is as effective as any other. This 
explains the usefulness of the simple sequence in the countable 
case. 

d) If x(n.JN) is a simple sequence, and if we 
set x' (11) x( '1• I) , then x• (v IN) is a phalanx which con
verges to those points and only those points to which x(nlN) 
converges. The sequence and the phalanx have similar properties 
with regard to other notions (as "cluster point" IV-3) of a 
convergence nature. 

If x"(11JN) is a phalanx on a countable base (which we 
may as well take to be the set of the positive integers), and if 
we set 11n = ln'Jn' ~ nl and x*(n) = x"(v~) , then x*(nlN) 
converges to all the limits of xn(vJN), but the converse 
need not be true. 

e) The similarity of sequence and phalanx where 
all is countable does not (II-7) continue when we replaceff0 by 
any uncountable cardinal number. 
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s. Relativization. If X is a space, and YcX then the 
topology of X induces a topology in Y. Thia occurs th?'U the 
relations, 

5.1 The closure In Y, of Hc:Y, ii"', la equal to iinY. 
5.2 x(ald), wherell(a)c:Yconvarges In Y to xeY If and only If 
x(al<l) converges to x in X. · 

5.3 The nbd1 of XE!Y are all ,et, of the for• YnN where N 11 a 
nbd of x In X. 

We have, 

5.lt Theorem. If X ii a apace (3.16), then 5.1, 5.2 and 6.3 
induce a topology In Y, ••king Ya apace. 

~- We leave the proof to the interested reader. 

Under the circumstances described 1n 5.4 we say that Y 
is a subspace of X, and that X is a superspace of Y. We 
shall have occasion to use, 

5.5 •••• •. If xeii and N ii a nbd of x, then xeitnii. 
6. Open sets and T-spaces. We begin with 

6.1 ••••. The following condition, on a 1ub1at U of a apace X 
· are eqa Iva lent: 

6.2 X:Uc:x-u. 
6.3 If x(alO.) converge, to x.aU, then x(G.)nU~f. 

6.3p If x(7IC) converge, to Xe!U, then x(r)nu~•· 
6.3pp If x(61D), where D•2 1 , converge, to xeU, then 1(A)nU+6. 

6.11 U 11 a nbd of al I lh polnh. 

A set satisfying these equivalent conditions is open. 
From 6.4 we may easily prove, since every point has a nbd, that 

6.5 ••••. In a apace X open uh ut hfy: 

6.6 6 and X are open. 
6.7 The lnter1ectlon of a finite nu•ber of open 1et1 le 4n 
open 11t. 
6.8 Any union of open 1et1 11 an opeh ,et. 

We shall be really interested in open sets only when 
there are "enough" of them. The conditions for this are stated 
in 
6.9 Le•••• For a epace X, the following condition, are equlwa• 
lent: 
6. If The open 1et1 contAlnlng x for• a nbd ba1l1 at 1. 
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6, 11 H ::::::>H and H=H, 

Proof, Assume 6.10. Consider a mapping of a directed system 
having one element onto x, Since (6.10) every nbd of x con
tains x, this mapping converges to x; hence xeH implies 
xeH; hence H:iH. If xeii, then X-H is a nbd of x; 
hence (6.10) there is an open set U, such that xeUcX-H, 
Now HcX-U, so that (3,la, 6,2) ffcr:tf = Jr-lJ, hence x~ 
Thus ffcH, and applyi~g the first relation to H, ff::>H; 
hence ff= H, and 6.11 is proved. 

Assume 6.11. Let N be a nbd or x, then xeX='H~X-N", 
so that xeN. Now x.x=N =!:'ff, so that U = X-x:N is a 
nbd of x, Now (6.2) U is open, and, since x=w~x-N, 
UcX-(X-N) = N, Thus 6.10 holds, 

A space satisfying these conditions is a T-space. The 
open sets containing x are open nbds of x, An alternate ex
pression of 6.10 is 

6, 12 N is a nbd of x if and only if xeUc:N where U Is open. 

We shall restrict the use of 
sets, and the use or U,. n, and :m 
sets, 

U, V, and W, to open 
to collections of open 

The reader may easily show that 

6.13 ••••, If a fa11ily of sets aatufy 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, and if 
we call them •open• and use 6.12 to define nbds, then we will 
obtain a T-space, in which the original family of sets Is the 
fa11ily of open sets. 

A set, 
its complement 

H • 
X-H 

is closed if H = H; that is (6,2), if 
is open, From 6.10, we see that 

6.IIJ ••'"*, In a T-apace ii is a closed set, 

We shall often be interested in subcollections of the 
collection or all open set of a T-space. A subcollection is a 
basis (for X, for the open oets of X, etc.) if every open 
set is a union of sets belonging to the subcollection •. A sub
collection is a sub-basis (for X, etc.) if every open set 
is a union or sets which are themselves each intersections of a 
finite number of sets of the subcollection, 

It is easy to see that, 

6,15 ••••, If IUJAI is a basis for X, then, for all 11, 
lU.lasA, 11~u.1 is a nbd basis at 11. 

6.16 ••••. If IU.lll is a sub-basis for X, then, for all 11, 
IU.laeA, 11eU.l Is a nbd sub-basis at 11. 
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1.17 ..... If !NIAi is a nbd basis at x, and IU.IBI is a collec• 
tlon of open nbdi of x such that, for each a and IOH b, u_c::N_: 
then {U,IBI la a nbd baa ii at x. 
&.ia ****, If {UICI la a eub•baah for X, then the topology of 
X la deacrlbed by the cDnvergence of C•phalan1ea. That la, 
1.19 1elr~for aome 1(1IC) converging to 1, 1(r)c::H. 
&.io N la a nbd of 1~lf 1( IC) convergea to 1, then 

1(r)nl+f, 

From 4,3 c), 4.3 d) and 6.18 we see that 

6.21 ••••, The topology of a T-,pace with a counteble a1b-baala 
la deteralned by the convergence of alaple aequences. 

A space is discrete if every subset is both open and 
closed. Clearly, 

6.22 ••••, A dlacrete apace la• T•apace. 

7, Continuity, We have, 

7.1 Theorea, If f la a f1nctlon defined on the apace X and 
taking valuea In the apace Y, the following are eq1lvalent, 
7 .2 f (ii )c:: iliiJ, for a II H c:: X, 

7.3 1(1)--a-+1 laplles f(1(a))-w+"f(1), 
7.3pp 1(6),+•• where D-Z 1 , laplles f(1(6)),+f(1). 
1., If N la a nbd of f(x), then f"(N) la a nbd of 1. 

Proof, 7,2 implies 7,3, for let x(a)cr+x. Then (3.4), if 
a• is cofinal in d, xeiT'ail; hence (7,2) 
r(x)cf'(x( A' })cr(xA') ; hence (3,4) r(x(a)),-.r(x) • 

7,3 obvious implies 7,3pp, 

7,3pp implies 7,4, for let N be a nbd of r(x) • 
Then (3,6pp), whenever y(6)---+f(x), Nny(A) # - , If 
x(6)---+x, then (7,3pp) r(x(6))---+f'(x) ; hence 
Nnf(x(A)) # - , whence :r-1 (N)nx(A) # - • Hence (3.6pp) 
f-1(N) is a nbd of x. 

7,4 implies 7.2, for let r(x)er(if) • Therefore (3.8) 
every nbd or x meets n. Now let N be a nbd of r(x) ; then 
(7,4) r-1(N) is a nbd or x; hence it meets H; hence 
r(r-1(Nj = N meets r(H) • Bence (3.8) r(x)ar(H), and this 
proves f(H)cf'(H) • 

The function r is continuous if it satisfies these 
conditions. The usual properties or continuous functions can be 
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easily ~erived from these conditions. Some noteworthy proper
ties are 

7.5 ••••. Every constant 11 continuous. 

7.6 ••••. A continuous function of a continuous function 11 a 
continuous function. 

1.1 ••••. The Identity 11 a continuous f1nctlon (here Y-x). 

From 6.4 we easily see that 

7.1 ••••. If f la continuous, then 

7.9 If Y h open In Y, then f"(Y) ii open·ln X. 

29 

If Y la a T-apace, and If 7.9 holds, then f la cont Inoue. 

If f and f- 1 are both single-valued and continuous, 
then they are homeomorphisms. If f is a homeomorphism, and 
f(X) "'Y; then X and Y are homeomorphic. Regarded as 
spaces,- any two homeomorphic spaces are abstractly identical. 

8. Separation Axioms. We mention two separation axioms briefly. 

8.1 ••••. If X 11 a T-oace, tlle following are eq1lvalent; 

1.2 Every·polnt of X 11 closed. 

8.3 For each x, x nlNINla nbd of xi. 

a., There h a bull lU.IAl for X auch that,· if x'e u. l•pl'lea 
x•e:u •• then • '=•·. 
AT-space satisfying these conditions is a _! 1 -~pace. 

A space satisfying 

8.5 If F' and F• are disjoint clo1ed·1et1, then there are 
disjoint open-set, U' and u•, such that F'c:U' and F•c:u•. 

is normal. We need the followinp: result later 

a.& ••••. If (Ul la a bash for the norHI ·Tiapace X, and· If 
xe.V, where V la open, then-there are 1et1 u• and u•• In (Ul 
auch ·that xe.U*c::jjic:u••c: ii"c:Y, 

Proof. x is closed (8.2) a:nd X-V is closed, hence (8,5) 
there are disjoint u• and U" such that xeU' and U"cX-V • 
Now (6.15) we may choose U**e:IUJ , so that xeU**cU•cX-U" • 
Hence (3.la) U**cX-U 11 "'X-U"cV, so that xeU**cU**cV. Ap
plying the same argument to xeU** instead of xeV, we com
plete the proof of the lemma. 
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9. Historical Remarks, The theorem about effectiveness of 
phalanxes should be regarded as a monument to E. H, Moore, and 
to his faculty of grasping fundamentals. He introduced the 
"a-limit" in 1915, which was essentially the convergence of 
phalanxes. It is true that he always restricted himself to 
numerically valued functions, but the basic idea was there. In 
1922 Moore and Smith extracted (from the notions of sequential 
limit and "er-limit") the notion of convergence of real valued 
functions on a directed system, 

The extension to topological spaces was made by Garrett 
Birkhoff in 1937, who introduced the term "directed set" for a 
function on a directed system and who showed that convergence 
was adequate to topologize T1 -spaces. 

It is unfortunate that the work of Moore and Smith was 
neglected by topologists for so many years. If it had not been 
neglected, the cumbersome and messy machinery of transfinite 
sequences and complete limit.points would never have been used. 
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Chapter IV 
COMPACTNESS 

Introduction. 
Special phalanxes. 
Ultraphalanxes and topophalanxes. 
Compactness. 
Compact Spaces. 
Compactlflcation. 
Historical Remarks. 

1. Introduction. In this chapter we apply convergence ideas to 
obtain a notion of "compactness" for general spaces. This no
tion reduces to the "bicompactness" of Alexandroff and Urysohn 
for T-spaces. The important notion of an ultraphalanx is intro
duced. 

ft2 is devoted to certain set-theoretical existence 
theorems. In §3 we define "cluster point," "ultraphalanx" (and 
"topophalanx") and derive some simple properties of these con
cepts. In §4 we show the equivalence of many conditions and use 
these conditions to define "compactness." § 5 contains certain 
results about compact spaces. In §6 we imbed spaces in compact 
spaces, making use of the fact that compactness may be regarded 
as a completeness property. We close with some historical re
marks. 

2. Special phalanxes. We begin with some set-theoretical con
siderations. These will lead to existence theorems for certain 
types of phalanxes. 

A covering of Xis a collection {Hal A} of subsets of X 
such that U {Hal A} = X . A covering is a partition if its sets 
are disjoint. A covering is binary or~ if it consists of 
two or a finite number of sets, respectively. A subcollection 
{HalA'} , which is itself a covering is a subcovering of 
{HalA} • 

The fundamental existence lemma is 
2.1 Lemma. If :8 Is a collection of sets satisfying 

2.2 x¢:s 
31 
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2.3 ll'c a and Bs:S l111ply e1e,s 

2." B'e ~ and B"e!8 l111ply B1ue•ets 
and If 16.IA} Is a collection of finite coverings, then there 
exists a function cp·(alA) such that, for each a , cp(a) Is a 
set belonging to 6 8 and, for each a, O{cp(a)laetir},J:,S 

Pr~. We consider the class or functions {cpl each or which 
is; 1° defined on a subset A' or A, and such that, for 
aeA' , ljl(a) is a set or 5a ; 2° such that ~c:A' implies 
O{<p(a)lae«}f/:$ This class is not empty, for it contains 
(2.l) the function vhose domain or definition is ¢cA. Since 
1° and 2° are finite restrictions, there exists (I-6.4) a maxi
mal function, which ve vill denote by cp , in { ,j,} 

Suppose that cp is not defined for a 'eA • Since cp 
is maximal, any extension or its definition to a' conflicts 
with 1° or 2°. Hence if 6 1,= (P1 ,···,Pm), vhere 
n { P1 I 1 ~1 Sm J = X , there must exist r1n1 te sets a1 • • • ,«m 
such that 

P 1n(n{q,(a)laeiti})et8, 1 = l, ... ,m. 
If we set «= O{~ I l~{m} , then (2,3), 

P1n(Ocp(a)laea})e,, i = l;"·,m. 
And (2.4) 

nt f(a)I aec:t} = (U { P11 l~1~)n(n{ cp (a)I aea})e,. 
The last relation contradicts 2°; hence cp must have been de
fined for all aeA, and the lemma is proved. 

A function on a directed system, x(ala) , is ultimate
!i in H 1r, for some a' and all a>a' , x(a)&H. If 
x(alCt.) is ultimately in H, it decides for H If x(alCL) 
is ultimately in X-H, it decides against H. In either case 
it decides about H • Since ~ is directed, we have 

2.5 ••n, If x(alO.) decides for H1 and for H" , th·en It 
dee I des for · H' n H • , 

x(alO.) is decided about a covering if it decides for 
at least one set or the covering. This set is unique if the 
covering is a partition. If the covering is not a partition, 
then some x(alO.) decides for at least two different sets or 
the covering. If x(alCc.) is decided about every set or"'• 
and if 7Jt has a finite subcovering, then x(ale&) is decided 
about !»to. If m lacks a finite subcovering, then some x(alO.) 
decides against each or its sets, and therefore is not decided 
about !Ill, 

2.6 •••• 
We may rephrase III-3,9 as, 

x(ale,.) converges to x 
for every nbd of x, 

If and only If It decide• 
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We have, 

2.7 Theorem. If i satisfies 2.2, 2.3, and 2.ll, and if {6alA} 
is a collection of finite coverings, thPn there exists an A-
phalanx, x(txlA) , decided about each 6a. If each 6 8 is 
a partition, then, if <p(a) is the unique set of 6 8 for which 
x(txlA) decides, we have, for each tt, O{cp(a)laett}Ef2"· 

Proof. If ¢= ~, we consider i* = 1Su{ ¢} ; clearJ:y 2. 2, 2. 3 
and 2.4 still hold. Let q:,(alA) be the function whose exis
tence is asserted in 2.1, and let x(a)eO{q>(a)I aeA} , this in
tersection is not ¢ , since it does not belong to !6 * Then 
x(alA) decides for <p(a), and the theorem follows. 

3. Ultraphalanxes and topophalanxes. We are now in a position 
to introduce some entirely new notions. 

We are interested in phalanxes which have certain prop
er~ies of decision, and we begin with a purely set-theoretical 
property. A phalanx, x(alA) , is an ultraphalanx (in X) if it 
decides about every subset of X. 

We may say that an ultraphalanx is trivial if it is 
ultimately constant. It is clear that every ultraphalanx on a 
finite set is trivial. The effective (in the sense of Sierpin
ski) construction of a non-trivial ultraphalanx on the integers 
(or any other effectively enumerable set) would imply (H. E .. 
Robbins, unpublished) the effective construction of a non
measurable (Lebesgue) set in [0,1] . From the present stand
point of mathematics, the ultraphalanx is a very nonconstruc
tive tool, but a very useful one. 

An important and simple property is, 

3.1 Theorem. Any image of an ultraphalanx Is an ultraphalanx. 

Proof. Suppose that x(«IA) is an ultraphalanx in X, and 
that f is a (single-valued) function mapping X into Y 
Then f(x(ix)I A) is an ultraphalanx, for it makes the same de
cision about S as x(alA) does about f-1 (s) . 

A weaker requirement, depending on the topology of the 
space is also of interest. A phalanx is a topophalanx if, for 
every HcX, it decides about H . In a T-space we may use the 
simpler definition; a topophalanx is a phalanx decided about 
each open set. 

We shall apply the existence theorems of the last to 
these definitions. We agree that D = 2X. 
3.2 Theorem. If X is a space, its topology is described by 
the convergence of D-ultraphalanxes. That Is, we have, 
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3.3 xe ii If and only If some ultraphalanx x(&ID) converges 
to x , w I th x (4) e H • 
3., N Is a nbd of x If and only If Nnx(A) '- f for every 
ultraphalanx x(&ID) converging to x, 
3.5 x(alQ) converges to x If and only If, whenever Ct' la 
coflnal In Q, there la an ultraphalanx x•(&ID) converging 
to x , with x'(~) c x(fi'), 
3.6 A function f from X to Y Is continuous If and only If, 
whenever x(&ID) Is an ultraphalanx converging to x, 
f(x(6)ID) converges to f(x) , 

Proof. We prove only 3.3; the other results follow easily from 
this by the methods of III-3 and III-7, To deal with 3,3, we 
consider the subspace (III-5) Y .. Hulxl • If xe11, then we 
apply 2. 7 to H , ~ .. I KIKcH, x+I'.} , and the partitions 
{6.ID}, where G• .. (HnL, H-HnL) and L .. dsD .. 2X. From 
III-3,10, we see that , satisfies 2.2, 2,3 and 2.4. Hence, 
there exists a phalanx x(&ID)· which .clearly is decided about 
every set L .. deD, and which is therefore an ultraphalanx. 
Let N be a nbd of x 1n Y, then (III-3,5) 
xtY-N:>N ; hence H-We'l!I, and x(61 D) decides for N. Hence 
(2.6) x(6ID) converges to x in Y; hence (III-5,2) it 
converges to x in X. Half of 3,3 is proved, the remainde~ 
follows from III-3,7, 

In a similar way we may prove, 

3,7 •••• If {u.l A} are the open aeta of the T-apace X, 
then the topology of X la described by the convergence of 
A-topophalanxes, 

3,8 Remark. It is of interest to compare III-6,9 with 3,2 and 
3,7, In the case of a separable metric apace they assert that 
the topology is described by the convergence of phalanxes on a 
base of cardinal number ~o, topophalanxes on a bade of cardi
nal. number 2"- , ultraphalanxes on a base of cardinal number 
2i 

We now define the important notion of cluster point. 
x is a cluster point of x( alO.) if, tor each a'• 0. and each 
nbd N of x, there is an a>a' such that x(a)eN, In
tuitively this means that x(alCt) is not w.ltimately "away" from 
x. 
3.S ..... IT x(ala) converges to x , then x la a cluster 
point of x(alO) , 
3,10 ••••, A topophalanx or ultraphalanx converges to any 
cluster polnt(s) It possesses, 
3.11 u••, x Is a cluster point of x(alCt) If and only If 
x(alC4) decides against no nbd of x , 
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3.12 Lemma. x Is a cluster point of i(1IC) if and only If 
x e it., for each 'Y , where H., = {x(-y')l'l':::>cy 

Proof. If x is a cluster·point of x(~IC) , then, since 
x(7IC) decides for H1 , we see (3.11) that X-H~ is not a nbd 
of x. Hence (III-3,5) xeH~ . Conversely, if xeH~ for all 
1, and if N is a nbd of x, then NnHT f ¢ for all~ 
and N , which is precisely the condi·::;ion that x is a cluster 
point of x(1IC) , 

3.13 ••••. If x Is a cluster point of x(«IA) , and if 
x(alA) Is inflated, then x Is a cluster point of the Inflated 
phalanx. Conversely, a cluster point of the Inflated phalanx is 
a cluster point of the original phalanx. 

3.1~ ••••• 
decides for 

If x Is a cluster point of 
H , then x e ii . 

x(alCI.) and x(alCL) 

3.15 Theorem. If x(alA) is given, there exists an ultra
phalanx x•(olD) each of whose cluster points (If any exist) 
Is a cluster point of x(alO.) • 

Proof. Set i = { X:lx(alO.) decides against K} ; then (2.5) 
i satisfies 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. We apply 2.7 to ~ and all 
binary partitions of X and obtain an ultraphalanx x'(olD) . 
If x is a cluster point of x•(olD) , then (3.10,2.7) 
x•(6ID) decides for every nbd of x; hence none of these be
long to ~; hence (3.11) x · is 1:1. cluster point of x(alO.) 

Similarly, we see that, 

3.16 •••• If -{UJ C} are the open sets of the T-space X, 
and x(al~) Is given, there exists a topophalanx x'(~IC) 
each of whose cluster points (If any exist) Is a cluster point 
of x(alO.) , 

4 . .G.ompactness. We begin by generalizing the notion of "subse
quence." Before doing this we modify it from the classical 
form (both N and K are the set of positive integers), 
•11 x( n( k) I K) is a subsequence of x( nl N) U and only U 
n(l} < n(2} < n(3) < • • • • 11 to II x(n(k)I K} is a subsequence 
of x(nlN) U and only U n(k) :) k. 11 This change of derin1-
tion changes none of the classical results dealing with sequenc
es rather than with series. 

We say that x(a•(a)IA) is a subphalanx of x(«IA) 
1r tx•(a)::>a for each Ol.. It is clear that, if x(11IA) de
cides for or against H, then every subphalanx of x(«IA) de
cides likewise. Hence, from 3.11 we have, 
~.O ••••. If x is a cluster point ot a sdbphalanx of 
x(alA) , then It Is a cluster point of x(a.lA) • 
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Wa Bra now PrenAred for 
,.1 Theorem~ The fo1lowlng· conditions on• space X are equiva-
lent, ·where D = 21 

,.2 Every function x(alO.) on a directed system to X has a 
cluster point. 

,.3 Every phalanx In X has a cluster point In X, 

,., Every topophalanx In X 1s convergent In X, 

,.s Every D-topophalanx In X Is convergent In X. 

,.s Every ult-raphalanx In X Is convergent In X • 

,.1 Every D-ultraphalanx In X Is convergent In X. 

,.a If IAI ~ IDI , every A-phalanx In X contains a subphalanx 
converging In X • 

,.s Every phalanx ·1n X can be Inflated to a phalanx containing 
a subphalanx c~nverglng In l .• 

,.10. If {H 01 C} has the property t'hat, for all 'Y c:C, 
n{ H0 I ce -yJ I= f. then n{li 0 lce C} .JI • 
.!'roof. .1.n view 01· 3,9 and 3,l.O, 4,2 implies 4,3, 4.4, 4,5, 4.6, 
and 4,7,· Clearly, 4.2 or 4,3 or 4.4 or 4,5 or 4.6 implies 4,7, 
Thus to prove all thesA conditions equivalent we need only show 
that 4. 7 implies 4. 2, whi.ch follows immediately from 3, 15 and 
3,10. 

We now show that 4,3 and 4.10 are equivalent. Assume 
4,3, and take x(1)eA{Hclce1}; then (4,3) x(-ylc) must have 
a cluster point x • Now, for ce")', x(')')EHc ; hence (3.12) 
xeHc and we have proved 4.10. Assume 4.10, and let x(-ylC) 
be any phalanx.. Let B =r , and let Hb = H-, • {:x:(~ 1 )I '}' 1:,')'}, 

where b = ')' . If "'t(M = U{')'l ")I .. be IU, then 
x(-y (~))en{Hbl be~}. Hence, for all ~, n { Hblbe(H ,' ¢; 
hence (4.10) n{~lbEB}-/,.{6, If xen{ffjlB}a n{it;l')l&r}, 
then (3.12) x is a cluster point of x(p B) , 

It remains to be shown ~hat 4,3, 4.8 and 4.9 are equiva
lent. Clearly 4.8 implies 4.9; and (3,13,3,9,4.0) we see that 
.4.9 implies 4.3. Assume 4,3, and let x(al A) be an A-phalanx, 
where IAI ~ IDI ; then (4,3) x(alA) has a cluster point x, 
Let BcD consist of the nbds of x; then, since 
IBI SIDI ~ IAI , there is a 1-1 correspondance a• f(b) be
tween B and a subset of A. For each a, r·' (a) is finite, 
and we may choose a.1 (11)::::,a so that x(11 1 (11))e.n{NIN 
= aer· 1 (a)} (for this intersection is a nbd of a cluster point 
of x(&IA) ). Then x(a•(a)IA) is a subphalanx or x(IIIA) , 
and this subphalanx obviously converges to x. Thus 4.8 is 
proved, and the proof of the equivalence is complete. 
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IJ.11 DefiniHQ.n. We call a space satisfying IJ.2 thru IJ.10 

!..Q.!!!U!..1• 

By the same methods we may prove, 

•••• In a T-space, IJ.2 thru IJ.10 are equivalent to 

IJ.13 Each open (that Is, made up of open sets) covering of X 
possesses a finite subcovering. 

IJ. IIJ If {U 8 1 AJ are the open sets of X , then every A-topo
phalanx in X is con~ergent in X 
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IL 15 If {Ucl C} 

where IBI :!!: !Cl 
is a sub-basis for X , then every e-phalanx, 

h,s a convergent subphalanx. 

4.16 Remarks. a) The important conditions are 4.3, 4.6, 4.10 
and in T-spaces 4.13. Condition 4.8 contains (see b) below) as 
a special case a well-known result, but 4.6 is more useful in 
applications. 

b) Suppose that we have a T-space with a countable 
basis, and that B is a countable set. Then we know that the 
space is compact if and only if every B-phalanx has a convergent 
subphalanx. Proceeding as in III-4.3, we easily see that this 
is equivalent to the classical condition that every sequence 
should have a convergent subsequence. 

c) We stress the fact that 4.6 exhibits compactness as 
a completeness property. It is reasonable to say that compact
ness is the ultimate completeness property of a topological na
ture. 

d) We note again that what we call "compactness" re
duces in T-spaces to what Alexaridroff and Urysohn called "bi
compactness." 

From 4.6 and III-3.22 we easily see that, 

IJ.17 •••• If X 

topology 1 is finer 
topology 1 ; the11 X 

is a space in topoJlogy 1 and In topology 2 , if 
than topology 2 , and if X Is compact In 

is compact In topology 2 , 

5. Compact Spaces. A space Y is a continuous image of a 
space X if there is a continuous function f such that 
f(X) = Y From 4.6, 3.1 and 3.6 we have 

5.1 ••••. A continuous Image of a compact space Is compact. 

5.2 Remark. This result is distinct from the classical one in 
which "compact" or 11 bicompact" has a differ'e.at meaning. The 
content of the classical theorem follows from this theorem and 
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the fact that a continuous image of a T-space is a T-space. 

From 4.3, 3,14, 3,3 and 4.6 we easily see that 

5.3 •••• A subspace Y of a compact space X Is compact If 
and only If Y Ii a closed subset of X, 

We conclude this section with an interesting desc~iption 
of the topolo~ of a compact space. Let us begin with a set X. 
Let Q consist of all the 2X-ultraphalanxes in X. Let P 
consist of the equivalence classes generated in Q by the re
lation "' • Here q 0 "' q I if there is a chain q0 , q1 , • • • , 

Qn = q' such that, for each k, either qk-l is a rub
phalanx of Qk or Qk is a subphalanx of qk-l • 

If X were a space, then (III-3.2, 3,9) if one q•p' 
converges to x then all q 1&p 1 also converge to x •. So we 
mar define f(p)e2X as the set of x to which anr (and hence 
all) QEP converge. It is clear (3,2) that f(plP) describes 
the topology of X. 

We state the following without proof, 
5., If X Is finite, then every function from P to 21 de
termines the topology of a space whose points are the point of 
X • 

5.5 If X Is neither finite or countably Infinite, then n2! 
!t!tt function from P to 21 determines a space. 

5.6 If f on P to 21 determlnes,a, space, then the space 
Is compact If and only If • Is not a value of f .• 

Some readers may be interested in proving these state
ments and in proving that starting from a set containing a 
finite number, n, of distinguishable points we may construct 
the following numbers of spaces with the following properties. 

spaces, 2 n2 , 

compact spaces, 2:al!-n , 

spaces in which limits are unique, (n+l)n, 

compact spaces in which limits are unique, nn, 

T1,-spaces, l (this apace ia 
normal 8Jl.d com-
pact). 

6. Compactification. We have pointed out (4.160) that compact
ness is a completeness property. It is natural, therefore, to 
try to compactify spaces by "completing" them. It ia true that 
we mar do this triviallr, for example, let us prove 
6.1 Lemma, Every space X may be lmbedded In a co•pact space. 
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Proof. Let Y = Xuly'} , and let Y be the only nbd of 
~ easy to see (3.12, III-3.16) that Y is a space. 
every ultraphalanx in Y converges to y 1 , and (4.6) 
therefore compact. 
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Y' 
Then 
Y is 

However, less trivial completion procedures lead to more 
interesting completions with special properties. 

Suppose that X is a space. Let Z consist of all D-
ultraphalanxes in X. Let Y = XuZ We define a mapping, 
H-+H* , of 2X on 2Y by 

6.2 H* ={xix e H}u{zlz Is ultimately In H}, 

Clearly, 

6,3 H*nX H, 

and 

6,11 I"'= f , and H c K impl les H"' c K"' , 

Now (2.5) we see that 

6.5 (Hn K)* = H"'n r 
Since every ultraphalanx is decided about the binary 

partition (H,X-H) , we have 

6.6 (X-H)"' = Y-H"' = X"'-H• , 

Combining 6.5 and 6.6, we have 

6.7 (HuK)*=H*uK"', 

and 

6 .8 (H-K )* = H"'-K* , 

Now we define the nbds in Y. The nbds of x are all 
_sets SCY , with xeNCS , where N is a nbd of x in X 
The nbds of z are all sets SCY, where, for some H, 
zeH*CS . 

It will be easy for the reader to show that III-3.12 
and III-5.3 hold, so that Y is a subspace of X. We now 
prove, 

6.9 Lemma, Y Is compact. 

Proof. Let y(,ylC) be an ultraphalanx in Y, and define 
{TdlD}, where D = 2X, by 

Td --{ ~ , if y(,yfC) decides for H* 
6. io 

X-H, If y(,yfC) decides against H* 
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Now y(~IC) decides for Td* and hence (6,5, 2,5) for 
n{Td*ldecS} .. (n{Tdlde6})•. Hence (6.4) n<Tdlde6},',, 
and we may choose x(6)e0{Td 161. Now z 1 = x(6eD)EZ, .and 
y(ilc) converges to z 1 • For let S be a nbd of z' , 
then, for some H , SJH*,u' . Let d = H ; then T d .. H , for 
otherwise z•e(X-H)* = Y-H* Hence y('YIC) decides for 
H*CS, and (4.6) the lemma is proved. 

We now have, 

6, II Theorem, Ariy space X Is an open subset of a compact 
space Y , 

Proof. Y is compact (6,9) and we see that X is a nbd in Y 
of each of its points; hence (III-6.4) the theorem follows. 

In a certain sense, Y is a universal compactification 
of X, for we have, 

6,12 Theorem. If W Is a superspace of X In which limits are 
unique (ttius, limits In X must be unique), If W i, and If 
W Is compact, then W Is a continuous Image of Y by a func
tion which Is the Identity on X, 

Proof. W& define f as follows; f(x) = x; if z ~ x(61D) , 
~ f(z) is the unique limit of x(6ID) in W f(Y) 
covers W, since each weW-X is the limit in W of an ultra
phalanx x(6ID) . 

Suppose that y(~IC) is an ultraphalanx converging to 
y. If yeX, then, since X is a nbd of Y, y(-ylC) is 
ultimately in X; hence f(y) c y and ultimately f(y('Y)) 
= y(1) . It is clear that, in this case, f(y(~)IC) converges 
to f(y) • If yeZ, then define {TdlDJ and x(6ID) as in 
the proof of 6.9. Let N be a nbd in Y of yeZ; then, for 
some H, yeH*CN. Since y(~IC) converges to y, it is 
ultimately in H*. Hence x(cSID) is ultimately 1n HCH*, so 
that x(61D) converges to y in the space Y and hence to 
f(y) iri the space W, Let N be a nbd of f(y) in W. Then 
x(6ID) is ultimately in N, and so is y(1IC) which is ulti
mately equal to f(y(7)IC) . Hence f(y(7)IC) converges to 
f(y) Hence (3.6) f is continuous and the theorem is proved. 

This ~ethod of embedding X in a compact space is not 
only interesting, but is useful in proving 
6,13 Theorem, If X la a T-apace, then there exists a compact 
T-space Y :::> X and a one to one 111pp Ing of the open sets of X 
on a basis for the open sets of Y which preserves Inclusion, 
finite Intersection and finite union, and whose. Inverse la the 
natural mapping from a apace to a subspace, 
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Proof. Let X be a T-space, we proceed as above, but we intro
duce a different topology in Y. If {U8 IA} are the open sets 
of X, then we define {U8 *IA} as a basis for the open sets 
of Y It is easy to see (III-3.23) that the old topology of 
Y is finer than the present topology of Y hence (4.17, 6.9) 
Y is compact in the present topology. The remainder of the 
theorem follows from 6.3 thru 6.8. 

We may modify Y in another way; we define rv on Z 
by z 1NZ 11 if z'eH* implies z"eH* . We see (6.6) that this 
is an equivalence relation. Let R be the set of equivalence 
classes. Let P = XvR . Then, if we take nbds in P in the 
way we first did in Y, we see that P is a continuous image 
of Y, and hence compact. If we examine R, we see that 
{H*nRIHCX} is a basis for its open sets and that it is a T1 -

space. Thus we have 

6.1'4 ..... If X is a space, then it is open in a compact 
superspace P , where R = P-X Is a T1 space. 

A simple and intuitively interesting corollary of 6.1 
is, 

6.15 Theore•. A space X is compact If and only if 

6.16 Whenever Y Is a superspace of X , and a phalanx x(~IA) 
converges to a point In Y , then It has a cluster point In X 

Proof. The condition is necessary by 4.3 Since (6.1) X can 
be embedded in a space in which every ultraphalanx is convergent, 
6.16 implies that every ultraphalanx in X has a cluster point 
in X; hence converges in X; hence (4.3) X is compact. 

7, Historical Remarks. The term "compact" was introduced by 
Frechet in his important paper of 1906. The motivation of the 
definition is explained in his book of 1928 (p. 69) as follows. 
"Il faut encore completer cet enonce primitif pour obtenir une 
propriete caracteristique des ensembles lineaires bornes . 
. . . . On voit illllllediatement qu'il est natural d'essayer de 
tirer de cet enonce la definition cherchee des ensembles com
pacts." These remarks apply equally well to a) Frechet's 
original definition (every infinite set has a nonvoid deriva
tive), b) Alexandroff and Urysohn 1 s definition of 11bicompact
ness" (Our 4.13 and other equivalent forms), c) our definition 
of "compactness." 

We note Frechet's remarks (1921, p. 350) on another 
change of definition. "Cee changements peuvent amener une con
fusion momentanee, mais correspondent a un progres de la 
theorie." 
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The term "bicompact" was intl'oduced by Alexandl'of'f' and 
Ul'ysohn in 1923 fol' thl'ee equivalent pl'opel'ties of' a T-space; 
oul' 4,3, a special form of' 4.10, and a condition concel'ning 
tl'ansf'inite sequences and complete limit points. This notion 
has been of' gl'eat sel'vice to topology. We l'ecall that "compact" 
in Fl'echet•s sense and "bicompact" in the sense of' Alexandl'of'f' 
and Ul'J'sohn &l'e equivalent fol' metl'izable spaces. 

In the last few yeal's, the youngel' Fl'ench school of' 
mathematicians have been using "compact" in the sense of' Alex
andl'of'f' and Ul'J'sohn's "bicompact." 

I have chosen the term "compact" fol' the genel'&l notion 
set f'ol'th.in 84, since this seems to be the impol'tant notion. 
I suggest the following additional tel'minology, "sequentially 
compact"• evel'J' sequence contains a convel'gent subsequence. 
"countably compact"= Fl'echet's "compact" .. evel'J' infinite set 
has a non-empty del'ivative. (the term "countably" is justified 
by the fact that we may cleal'ly l'estl'ict oul'aelvea to countabl7 
inf'iru,te sets). 



Chapter V 
NORMALITY 

I. lntrodactlon, 
2, Calcalas of Covering,, 
3. Sequence, of Coverings. 
, .• Nor•al Spaces, 
S. Star-flnltene11. 
I, Typical ·Reflne•ent. 
7. Special p1eado-6cart1 and p1e1do-•etrlc1. 
8. Metr lzat Ion. 
9. Continuous Real Valaed Function,. 

10, Hl1torlcal ·Re•ark1. 

1. Introduction. In this chapter we develop relations between 
pairs and sequences of open coverings of a space. We then apply 
these relations to the existence of pseudo-metrics, metrics, and 
certain other types of continuous real-valued functions (Gen
eralizations of Urysohn's Lemma). 

In § 2 we develop the formal calculus of coverings. In 
§3 we define normal sequences of coverings and normal coverings. 
In §4 we connect the notions of normal covering and normal 
space. In §§ 5-6 we obtain some results about star-finite cov
erings. In §7 we discuss pseudo-metrics, in §8 metrics, and in 
§9 continuous real-valued functions. In §10 we close with some 
historical remarks. 

2. Calculus of Coverings. We shall develop some of the more 
formal properties of coverings. We.recall that a collection, 
~ = {MalA} of subsets of X is a covering (of X) if 
X = U {Mal A} . A covering m is a refinement of a covering .C , 
written 9)l<t, if each set M of 'llt is contained in some set 
L of t This is clearly a transitive relation ordering the 
class of all coveri~s. 

We introduce two important operations on classes of 
coverings, /\ and V . /\{'mal.A} , sometimes abbreviated 
I\ m. or "· m. I consists of all sets n { Ma I A} I where 
Mae'ma. V{sm_lA} , sometimes abbreviated vim. or V8 ~ 

consists of all sets M , where Me 9Yta for some a . Clearly 
V and /1. preserve the property of being a covering. We 
(somewhat improperly) call I\ and V intersection and union 
respectively. 

43 
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We clearly have, 

2. I •• ••. m.<Vl'71t IA} ; In part lcu lar m.<.rmt. 
2.2 ••••.m <.C for all aeA l•Pllea V{'Dt IA}<t. • • 
2.3 ••••. M'm. lA}<'.Dt.; In particular tA7't<'m, 

2,it· •u•.td)t1 for all aeA l•pllea t<l\{'1t.1At, 

We observe that these relations imply that the coverings 
of X and the relation of refinement make up a complete trellis 
in the sense or I-3, 

If !nt.<.C<ffi, we write £ ..,9Jt and say that S: and ~ are 
equivalent. 

Associated with !m = { Mal A} there are the binary cov
erings {71i.ca, I A} , where m.,1, consists of the two sets Ma 
and U {Mada 1 /. a} We see that 

2,5 ..... !D' 11 equivalent to,\{ffl. ,.JAi, the lnhrHctlon of lh 
a11oclated binary coverings. 

We now introduce the notion of the star S(H,'1t) of a 
set H in a covering '])t., which is the union of all the sets of 
'])t. meeting H. Clearly, 

2,6 •••• HclC l•pllea S ( N ,'It) c: S ( IC ,'Jlt) • 

2,7 •••• m<?t. l•Pl lea S ( H ,'1Jt) cs (H ,,t), . 
2,8 •••• I ( H ,J\{ m I A} ) =n \ s ( H 'IJJt ) I A} • • • 
2.9 •••• S ( H ,Vl!Jt.. I A} )•U{s ( H ,m.) I A} • . 

We write S( x,7.2) for S( { x J ,'llt) and we constantly make 
use of the· equivalence of 

a) x and y are in a single set of '& , 
b) Xe S(y,'Jlt) , 
c) y e; S(x,'11) • 

We define iterated stars by 

2 , I O S- ( H ,ffi) .. 9 (S"'( N ,m) ,cm) , 

We now define two 
!It*. consists of the sets 
'lt6 consists of the sets 
easily that we have 

important operations on coverings. 
S(M,'Jlt) , where Me'Jlt, 
S(x,'»t) , where x e X • We aee 

2, 11 

2 .12 

..... 'Jlt<'A l•pl lea both 'Jlt*<'lt* and 'A6dt~ 

•••• m;<'Jt0 for each aeA l•pllea-(A['Jl.lAJ)•<A{,t0 IAJ • 
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S ( S ( ff ,'lit) ,m) = S 2 ( ff ,'Jn)= S ( ff ,m') , 

m•'={S 2 ( x ,,it) Ix e X , 

m•· • ·• 1•+1 ,,., .. , ={S 20 ( x ,~) I xe X}, 

We now have the important 

2. 16 le•••, '»t6<9)t*.c::9't ... 

Proof. Each x' belongs to some M'e'))t.: hence (2.6) 
S(x' ,'»t) c:: S(M' ,'11t.) We have shown that '»t'<snt*. 

Let M*e '»t* ; then M* = S(M' ,m) for some M1 em. 
Let x'e: M' ; then M' c S(x' ,rm) • Now (2.6, 2. 7) 
M* = S(M' ,'1/t) c S(S(x' ,rrtq ,'ffi) = 52 (x' ,'!ft) , which belongs to '})t 46 

Hence ?n*<?J't.66 

and ,4 by 
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We define the impor~ant relations 
'»t. ~.t if ·-'»t* <.C , and '»lei! if 'nt'<.C 
can arise we write !ltt*-'::.C If '»t.lt<.C 
refinement of .C • If m4.C , then "m. 

Where no confusion 
, then~ is a~

is a <I-refinement of 
t . 

The restriction Ho"ll of m to H is a covering of X 
consisting of the set S(X-H,'»t.) , and those sets of 'm in
cluded in H . We clearly have 

2 ,17 

2,18 

.... 
•••• 

'»t<Hoffl<( H , S ( X- H ,<m) ) , 

If '»t<.C ud ff::, K, then Ho'Jlt.<Ko.C, 

2,19 Le•••· lf'.Dt.*<£, then-H0 ,it*<:Ho£, 

Proof. Let M' e Ho'JJt.. If M' = S(X-H,~ , then (2.13, 2.16) 
S(M' ,H0 9lt) = S(S(X-H,'J')t) ,'11t) c S(X-H,.C) , which belongs to H •t. 
If M' e '11t. and meets 5(X-H,'11t) , then 5(M 1 ,H•'nt) 
= S(M' ,m) u S(X-H,m) . Furthe1•, we see that S(M' ,m) , which 
c L 1 e.C , meets X-H so that S(M' ,'Jlt) u S(X-H,9lt) c:: S(X-H,t), 
which belongs to H0 .t • Finally, if M'e?n and does not meet 
S(X-H,'17&). , then S(M 1 ,H•'m.) = S(M' ,'11) which surely is contained 
in a set of .C, and hence of H 0 £. Thus the lemma is proved. 

Another sort of operation which must be carefully dis
tinguished from the last is that of intersecti~ with H . The 
result Hn,,._ is the covering of H (not of X made up of the 
sets HnM , where Me '»t. • Clearly, 

2,20 ••••, '.m<t l•111le1 Hn'Jl&<Hn.C, 

2 ,21 •••• 'Jlt. *<t. I •11 I I e I · Hn9Jt*< HnS: , 
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A covering is finite if it consists of a finite number 
of sets. A covering is stQr-finite if each of its sets meets a 
finite (but not necessarily bounded) number of its other sets. 

2.22 ••••. If 91. le atar•fl11lte, then.10-are 'IA•, m••, ••• • 
A collection of coverings is star-finite if the union 

or each pair of these covering is star-finite. 

2.23 ••••, The union of any fl11lte nu•ber of cove,11111 of a 
1tar•fl11lta colleetlen of cove,11111 l1-1tar•fl11lte. 

2 .n • • • • , A ae II ue 11ce l m.} of uver Int I h . 1 tar •f 1111 te If . a11d 
only If 7Jt001v'»t0 11 1tar•fl11lte for each n. 

We extend the notion of equivalence to classes of cov
erings. {lffl.,IA} is equivalent to {.i;.IB} if both for each a 
and some b .s;, < im._, and for each b and some a ,n.< t,,. 

We shall have occasion to consider the inverse images 
of coverings. We easily see that 

2.2& ••••, If f 11-111111• vahed, ·then 9Jtct, 1•11llu f°'L('»t.>-<t'(.t), 

2,21 ••••, If f 11 1l111le val1ed, then int"k::£ l•11lle1 
~(m) ~t'(t) I 

3. Sequences of Coverings. For the remainder of this chapter 
and 1n the succeeding chapters we consider only open coverings 
(that is, coverings made up of open sets). These we will refer 
to merely as "coverings." The reader may easily verify that 
A ( of a finite number of ccverings) , V , * , 4 , Ho , 
and Hn are operations taking open coverings into open cover
ings. 

A sequence {11,i} is a normal sequence, if u.+1 *< a. 
for each n • A covering U is normal if a normal sequence 
{U.} exists with U1<U • 

1.1 L••••• Ever1·covarl111 In-a nor•al-1e111e11ce 11-nor•al, The 
l11ter1eetlon of a fl11lte n1•b•r-of nor•al coverl1111 11 nor•al. 

Proof. Let {1S 9 } be a normal sequence and consider •'ll . Let 
·Ua • 'Jt ••k ; then {U.l is a normal sequence, and 
Ui =IJL.t<!l:11 ; hence ,-:11 is normal. 

Let {11a} be a finite collection of normal coverings. 
1Ia is normal, so there is a normal sequence {U.,.) with 
u.l < u. • Now (2.12, 2.3, 2.4), if' ,. • A { 11a.n I a E A} , 
then ,...it<",, and 1.<A { 11a I A} • Hence {'Jt,.} is a normal 
sequence, and A {Ua I A} is normal. 
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We easily see (2.16) that 

3,2 •••• 
3 .3 luaa. If {U.J sat hfJ 
s., xe s(!,u:.1 > aRd ze s(,,u:.1 > l•PIJ x~ S(z,u~ ), 
then 
3, 5 S (I, u:.1 )<S ( I , U0 ) , 

and each u: la·a nor•al covering. 

Proof. Let z e S(x, U~.1 ) ; then, for some y , 
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S(y, U.,,1 ) e u!.. contains both x and z . Hence (3.4) 
x s S(z,Un) and 3.5 is proved. Since S(x,Un) e U~ 
we see that :o:!,1 -<lU! . Hence (3.2) {U~.2zolN} isanormal 
sequence, and since U:.2 ." lJ.! , U: is normal. 

From 2.25, 2.26, and III-7.8 we easily see that 

3,6 **•• If f h-contlnuou, on X to Y, and if {U 0 J ha nor•al 
ae11uence In Y, then lf"1 (U.)! la a norHI HIIIJHRce ln.x. 

3,7 ••••, If f la continuous on X to Y and If U -11-nor•al In Y, 
then f-1 (U) h norHI In X, 

4. Normal Spaces. We have 

,,, Theore•. The following condition, on a apace X are ,~ulva
lnt: 

,.2 Ever, blnarJ (open) covering of X ha, a (finite and open) 
<I-ref he•ent. 

,.a Every finite (open) covering of X has a (finite and opeR) 
<J-reflne•ent. 

•··• Every fhlte (011en) covering of X h nor•al, 

~.5 X la a nor•al apace, 

Proof. Any finite open covering is equivalent to a finite in
~ction of binary- coverings (2.5), each of these binary cov
erings has a finite 4-refinement (4.2); the intersection of 
these finite coverings is a 4-refinement of the given finite 
covering (2.11). Thus 4.2 implies 4.3. 

Let "1 be a finite covering of X ; by successive 
applications of 4.3 we obtain finite coverings,~~ , 
n = 2, 3, · · · , such that !ll:n.1<1 in,. hence (3.2) {'.1S2,.} 

is a normal sequence and, since lll2 < '1i , '3i is normal. 
Thus 4.3 implies 4.~. 
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Clearly 4,4 implies 4.2; hence 4.2, 4,3, and 4.4 are 
equivalent. 

If X is a nomal space (III-8,5), and if {U' ,U"J 
is a covering of X, then X-U' and X-U" are disjoint and 
closed, so that V' and V" exist with X-U' c: v•, X-U" c: v", 
V' n V" = , . Then {V 1 , V", U I n U"} is a finite covering, which 
is a 4-refinement of {U 1 , U"} • Thus 4. 2 holds, 

If 4.2 holds, and if H and K are disjoint closed 
sets, then {X-H,X-K} is a ·binary open covering. If 'U is a 
4-refinement of {X-H,X-KJ , then for no x does S(x,tt) meet 
both H and K, so that S(H,U) and S(K,U) are disjoint 
open sets, containing H and K respectively. Thus X is 
nomal. 

Hence 4.2 and 4,5 are equivalent and the theorem is 
proved. 

11,.1 LeHa, If F 1 and F" are dlaJoht cloHd-Hh· ln·a norHI 
a,ace, then-there exlata a finite nor•al covering '3 ••ch that 
F' and S(F",t) are dlaJolnt •eta. 

Proof, If tc,{X-F 1 ,X-F"J the reader may show that F 1n S(F" ,I) 
= ,. 

If 
{U 1 ,X-U"} 
belong to 

{UJ is a particular basis for X, then a covering 
is a basic binary: covering of X if U' and U" 
{UI • 

,·,7.LHH, If X la a norHI Tiapace, and {UI la a glven·ba•I• 
for X, then, for all x, {S(x,U)IU a bulc-blnar1. covering I la 
a nbd baala·at x. 

If the glven·baala·l•-countable,-then-there are a 
co1ntable n1•ber of baalc binary coverln1•• 

Proof. If xeU , then (III-8.6) there exist aetli u• and U" 
of the given basis, with xeU"c:U"c:U 1 c:U'c:U • Now 
n = {U 1 ,X-U"J is a basic binary covering, and S(x,U) • U' c U • 

There are a countable set of pairs (U 1 ,U") of basic 
open sets; a fortiori there are a countable set of basic binary 
coverings. 

5, Star-finiteness. If A is infinite, then 
not be an open covering. However, we have, 

Mlla I A} need 

5,1 LHH. If {YJA}·I•·• atar•flnlte open coverln1, ud·lf 
eaeh U1 ·h o,en, tlaen 'lt•('ll;,IAJ, where 'lt 1 •Y.•u. la·an-o,en 
cover Ina. 
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Proof. Let x e R f\ aRa, where Rae~ and each R .. e !It 
Then, for some a' , xe Va, let~ contain all a for 
which Van Va, ,I, f6. If a 4, ix, the only set of !Ila= Va0 Ua 
meeting Va• is S(X-Va,lla) ; hence, for a $ix, 
Ra= S(X-Va,Ua) :::::> Va• . Now (III-6.7) W = Va1n(O {Ralaeor.) 
is open, and xeW c R . Hence R is a nbd of each of its 
points, and (III-6.4) open. This proves the lemma. 

5.2 LHH. If {Y.,10 11 a 1tar-fhlte open-covering, and If 
each u. 11-noraal, then /\{Y:uJA} h noraal. 

Proof. Since u .. is normal, there exists a normal sequence 
OJ..,,.} with U...s< 1l._ • Now (2.19) Va0 'U._,11• 1 *< Va0 U11 

hence (2.12) IVa o 'Ua,11+l I A} *< /\{Va 0 Ua,n I A} . Since all these 
coverings are open ( 5 .1), we see that ,\ { VaoU8 ,n I A is a 
normal sequence. Since fl { V:ao 'llu.,11 A} < {Va 0 Ua.lA , the lemma 
is proved. · 

5.3 Theorea, A ,tar-finite covering Uh norHI If and only If 
each of lt1 a11oclated binary covering, 11-noraal, 

Proof. Let 11 = {Ual A} ; then U< U<IIJ for each a 
is normal, then each U., · is normal. 

If 11 

Suppose that each 'llca, is normal. Let Va = S(Ua,11) 
then U!l-n S(X-V8 ,U) = f6 , whence Va0 Uw-u,.., Hence (2.5, 
2.3, 2.~) U-/\lU,ai/A}"' l\{Va•U1a,1 A}. Now (2.22) 

ll* = {Val A} is star-finite, so that (5.2) J\{Va o u,a,IA} is 
normal. Hence 11 is normal. 

s., Theorea, A apace 11 noraal ·If and only If every ,tar-finite 
(open) covering 11 noraal, 

Proof. Normality of the space implies 
star-finite (open) covering is normal. 
ering is star-finite, the remainder of 
4.3. 

6. Typical Refinement. 

(4.3, 5.3) that every 
Since every binary cov

the theorem follows from 

6,1 Theorea, lfU 11 a atar.-flnlte norHI covering, then-It 
-haa·a ,tar-finite and noraal ,tar reflneaent ll', 11ch that UvU' 

11 ,tar-finite, 

~- Lot U<~ and Va be the same as in the proof of 5.3. 
Then ( 5. 3) each llw has a normal star refinement Ua.,1 , 
which (4.2, 2.16) may be taken to be a finite covering. As in 
the proof of 5.2, we see that U' =A { VaoUa.,1 } is a star-
refinement of ll and that ll' is normal. Fix a 1 , then, 
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since ~ = ll* is star-finite, there is a finite set "' or a 
such that Va meets "'1• Let R • ·l\{RalA) be a set or 
U' which meets Ua• • where RaeVa•Ua,1. If a+"'• then 
Van Va• = /6 • so that Rae Va• Ua,.1 must be S(X-Va, 111,1. ) • 
Hence the different R's meeting Ua• differ only in the Ra's 
for a1f;e1 Since Va•Ua.s is finite for each a• it fol-
lows that Ua• meets only a finite number or sets or U' • 
and, since U'< 1t the theorem follows. 

1.2 ••••, Every.atar•fl•lte nor••I covering la-the flrat-•e•ber 
of• nor•al •••••nee which 11 a atar•flnlte-collectlon of 

-cover l1g1, 

7. Special pseudo-ecarts and pseudo-metrics. A real valued 
function or two points in X is a special pseudo-ecart or !P! 
if 

1° r(x,x) = o. 
2° r(x,y) = r(y,x) ~ o 
3° for every e > O, r(x,y) < e and r(y,z) < e 

imply f(x,z) < 2e, 
4° tor every xe X and e > 0, (ylt(x,y) < e) 

is an open set. 

The next lemma is a trivial generalization or a simple 
and important lemma due to Frink; the reader is referred to 
Frink 1937 (p, 134) for the simple proof, . 
7, I Le•••• . If f h· • a,6, and If iro,x1 , • • • ,11,,.a are uy n+Z polnta 
of X, then 

f{x0 ,I\..J.)<E2f(x0 ,"i_)+U(x1 ,x,) + • •• +,f(x,,_1,ir,,)+2f(x,,,l\,.1), 

· I• pertlnlar, 

It we replace 3° by the stronger condition 
3* t(x,z) 't(x,y)+t(y,z) 

then a function satisfying 10, 2°, 3*, and 4° is a pseudo
metric. 
7,2 ••••. A p1e1do••etrlc· la·contlnaoua ln,both.varlabl•• 
together, (That·la,.glven,1 1 , x• ••d e>O, there are open Hh 
U'a 1 1 end u•s, x• auch that,· l.f.x•e. U' and 1 .. eu.•, then 
If h 1 , x • ) -f (x • , 1 11 • Hee) • 
7,1 LH••• (Frink 1137), If f la • a,6, then-there I•·• 
paeudo•etrlc r 11ch that 

•f(1,1),r(1,y)"f(1,y), 
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Proof. Let r(x,y) = inf{ f. f(xr,xr1-1)} , where x0 = x , 
Xn+l = y and the infimum is taken over all n ~ 0 and sets 
:x:1 ,···,xn of points of X. The reader may easily verify that 
r is a pseudo-metric, and that (7.1) it has the desired rela
tion to f . 

If f is a spe, then we may use it to define a sequence 
of (open) coverings. The covering Un consists of the sets 
{ yl f( x,y) < 4-n} , where x e X • This sequence bf coverings 
and any equivalent sequence is said to be associated with f. 

1., Theore•. Every nor•al •••uence of coverings Is essoclated 
with a p1e1do-•etrlc, and ~ny •••••nee of open coverings associated 
associated-with a pseudo-•etrlc consists of nor•al-coverlnfs 
and contains a nor•al subse•uence. 

Proof. Let U., be a normal sequence of cover:lngs. Set 
f(x,y) = O if x e S(y, uJ for all n ; set f(x,y) = l 
if x e S(y, U1) ; and set f(x,y) = 2 -n if x e S(y,U.,) and 
x E S(y, U~J • Then f is clearly a spe, and {ll .. l is as
sociated both with f and with the pseudo-metric connected 
with f- tiy 7.3. We observe that 

7.5 1eS(y,U0 ) l•plles r(1,y)>2-1••21 • 

The proof of the remainder of the theorem is left to 
the reader. 

8. Metrization. A metric is a pseudo-metric satisfying 
l* f(x,y) ~s equivalent to x = y, 

and 
5° f(xn,x) -o implies xn- x . We remark that the 

continuity of f (7.2) implies the converse of 5° . 

The sphere of radius e (in the particular metric f) 
about xis defined by 

8.1 S(1,e)={•'lf(1,1 1 )<e}, 

The spherical covering of radius e is defined by 

1,2 U(e)={S(1,e)l1el}, 

We clearly have (3*) 

1,3 •••• S(1,e) c::S(x ,U(e ))c::S(x,2e ) • 

.We easily see that 

I.~•••• A sp6 satisfies 5° If and only· If-one of Its asso
clated-se•uencas, u., satisfies 

1.5 For all x, {S(x,U0 )ln•Nl Is a nbd bash at-1. 
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Now we have, 

1,1 Theore•, In a Tiapace the follewlng cendltlena are •••Iva• 
lent, 

8,7 X la •etrlzable, 

8,1 There exl1t1 1 ce1ntable collectlen illJ of nor•al cever• 
Inga 11tl1fylng 1,5, 

8,9 There exhh I nerHI ae•uence {U,,l ef ceverlnga uthh• 
Ing 8,5, 

8, 10 There ex lat a a ae•uence {U0J •f ceverlnga utlefy Jng l,IJ 
alld 8,5 

All theae condition, ere l•plied by 

8,11 X la a nor•1l apace with I co1ntable baala, 

Proof. If 8,7 holds, then (7,4) the metric is associated with 
~al sequence, which (8.4) satisfies 8,5; hence 8,9 holds. 
Conversely, if 8.9 holds, then (7,4) there is an associated 
pseudo-metr~c. which (8.4) satisfies 5°; hence 8.7 holds. 

If 8.8 holds, then there exist normal coverings Ba 
so that '1...i * < Jln"U.• for m_ , 11,.. and therefore ,i,.,.u._ 
are normal. It is clear that {'°1,} is a normal sequence, and 
(III-6.17) satisfies 8.5; hence 8.9 holds. Clearly 8,9 implies 
R.8. 

Now 8.9 clearly implies 8.10. If 8.10 holds, then 
(3.3) {u:1 are normal and (III-6.17, 3.5) satisfy 8.5; hence 
8.9 holds. 

If 8.11 holds, then (4,7) the countable collection of 
basic binary coverings satisfies (8,5), so that 8.8 holds. 

8,12 Theore•, Every (open) covering of a •etrlz1ble-1p1ce la 
nor•1 l, 

Proof. Let 0 X be the metrizable space, and let f be some 
metric for X • Let lL= {U8 IA) be an open covering of X 
Now (8.2) for each x, some e > O, and some a, 
x e S(x,e) c:: U8 , We choos~ e(xlX) and a(xlX) so that 

O < e(x) < l ; S(x,4e(x)) c Ua(x) , 

Then !8 = (Vx)X} , where Vx = S(x,e(x)), is an open covering 
of X . We shall prove that 'Jlci U 

Fix x• , and consider H = {xix' e Vx) (x• &o H , 
so that H I ¢) , We may choose x*e H , so that 
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2 
e(x*) > 3 sup{e(x) Ix e H} . 

Then, if x s H , 

Vx = S(x,e(x)) c S(x' ,2e(x)) C S(x' ,3e(x*)) 
C S(x*,4e(x*)) . 

This holds for any x such that x' e Vx 

S(x' ,\lt) c S(x*,4e(x*) ) c Ua(x*) 

Since x' was arbitrary, we have shown lt<1 U 

hence 
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If 111 is any open covering of X we have just proved 
that we can find successively coverings Un so that lln•l <1 U. 
Hence (3 .3) lll2n} is a normal sequence; and, since U1 .::U1 ul is normal. 

An immediate consequence of this theorem is 

a. ,a •••• Every •etrizable space is nor•al, 

We shall say that a space is fully normal if every open 
covering is normal. We may rephrase 8.12 as 

8,1, ••••, Every •etrizable space Is fully nor•al, 

9. Continuous Real Va~ues Functions. If we have a pseudo-metric 
r, we define a corresponding function of subsets by 

and 

9.1 

r(x,K) 

r(H,K) 

inf{r(x,k)lk e K} 

inf{r(h,K)lh EH} 

•••• r(x,H) Is continucua In x, 

9,2 Theorem, If 'lI Is a nor•al covering and H la any set, then 
there exists a real-valued continuous functlen h 10 that 

h(x)={O, xeH, 
I , x e S ( H ,'U), 

Proof. Let {llnl be a normal sequence, where 111 < U let r 
be the associated pseudo-metric determined in 7.5. If 
x ¢ S(H,11) , then (7.6) r(x,H) ~ 1/4 . So we may take 

h(x) = min { 1, 4r(x,H)} , 
and thus prove the theorem. 

We now generalize Urysohn's Lemma. 

9,3 Theore•, The b I nary cover Ing {U' ,U"} la nor•al If a11d only 
If there exists a contlnuoua real val•ed function h ,uch that 

h( )={O, x•U' 
II 1, II $U• 
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Proof. If such an h exists, /h(x)-h(y)f is a pseudo-metric 
~lated (7.4) with a normal sequence Un • Since 
Uk <{U' ,U"} for some k , it follows that {U' ,U11} is nor
mal. 

If U = {U' ,U"} 
we may apply 9.2 to X-U' 

is normal, then, since 
and U 

s(x-u • ,u) = u", 

10. Historical remarks. The notions or *<, 4 , and the re
lated ideas appear (in an incompletely formalized state) in 
topology since Urysohn I s earliest work on the metrization p1•ob
lem. How much further back they may be traced I do not know. 
However, I believe that this is the first attempt at their sys
tematic exploitation. 
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I • Introduction. 
2, Unlfor•ltlu, 
3, Agree•ent, 
IJ • Str uch, 
5, Unlfor• Continuity. 
6. The Metr le Cue, 
7, Analogy, 
8, Co•pleteneu, 
9. Co•pletion, 

10, Hl1torlcal Re•ark1, 

1. Introduction. In this chapter we are concerned with structs. 
A stI"Jct is a space in which there is a suitable notion of uni
formity. (The connection between the notion of a struct and 
some of the similar notions recently considered is discussed in 
§10). We develop only the fundamentals of the theory. 

In § 2 we define uniformity, and in S 3 we discuss the 
agreement of uniformity and topology. In §4 we discuss structs, 
and in §5 uniform continuity. In §6 we discuss the special case 
of metric spaces, and in §7 we note some interesting analogies 
between the transitions from set to space and from space to 
struct. In §8 we define and discuss completeness, and in §9 
we carry thru the completion of a struct. 

2. Uniformities. A uniformity in a space X is a collection 
{ll} of (open) coverings of X satisfying 

2, I If U<U' and lle{U}, then u'e {lll, 

and 

2,2 If u•, lt"e{U}, then, for IOH U" 1 E{W, 11• 1 ~ u•. 
u• I ':::: 11" • 
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A subcollection 
formi ty {lll if 

2 ,3 IUl=llll11<21,7l&flll}} 

STRUCTS 

{'J}J C: {ll} is a basis for the uni-

We say that 1111} induces the uniformity {U} . A collection 
is a basis for some uniformity if and only if it satisfies 2.2. 

A subcollection {Jlt4 /A} c: {U} 
uniformity {U} if 

2,5 {U}= mlhm <U, tzc:A}, • • 
We easily see that 

is a sub-basis for the 

2,1 .... a) A collectlon {m.lA} h a 111b-b11lt·for 10H 
uniformity If and only If It ut l1f les 
2,7 If 2J!'<{IJII), then, for IOH:nt"s{lll:!} 1 m• •..::lm 1 , 

b) A collection Cll} la a bult,for 1om1 unlfor•lty 
If and on I y If It II th f I 11 

2,11 If 13 1 , '»"e{'.Bj, then, for 10H !IS' 1e{!I}, \0" 1<~ 111'»', 
and 
2,t If I'= {IJ, then, for aoil1 !l'eUI} , !ll"<l !B1 , 

We also see that 

2~10 ••••, Two coll1ctlon1 of cov1rln11, at.Jeaat,one of which 
la a ba1l1 of 10•1 unlfor•lty, are ba111 of the aa••·•nlfor•lty 
If and only If they are equivalent (Y-2), 

We shall often have occasion to use 

2,11 •••• If m.lA} ha bula for a uniformity to which U 
b1lon11, and If n la ady lnte11r, then, for 10•1·a A, we have 

1;••••«n tl•HI •.c::: ll t 

{S"(x,"n.)lx}*.c:u, 
and, for all Ncl, 

S" ( N, 11, ) c: S ( N ,U), 

There is a notable connection between normality and 
uniformity, for we have, 

2,12 Th1or1•, Every covering a,p1arln1 In a 1nlfor•lty la 
11or•a I, 

The collection of all the normal coverings (of any T
space) is a uniformity. 
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Proof. Let {U} be a uniformity, and let 1I1 E {U} 
(2.2) ve may choose ~e{UJ so that U-..1*<U ... 
normal sequence, and U1 < U1 hence U1 is normal. 

Then 
is a 

The second statement follows from the definition of 
normality and V-3.1. 

If {U J and {!II} are uniformities of X , then ve 
say that {Ul is finer than {Ill} if {U}::::>{!ll} 
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We easily see (2.6 b), V-4) that the finite normal cov
erings of X form a basis for a uniformity of X. We denote 
this uniformity by fX . We denote the uniformity made up of 
all normal coverings by aX. If the enumerable normal cover
ings are a basis for a uniformity, then ve denote the uniformity 
by eX. It is important to observe that these uniformities are 
topological invariants of X. 

We may restate the last part of 2.12 as 

. 2.13 •••• ax 11 the finest unlfor•lty of X, 

3. Agreement. We begin vith 

3.1 LeHa, If UII la a unlfor•lty of which {U 0 IAJ h a b11l1 
ud {ll, IBJ 11 a nb-bu i1; then the fol lowing cond It Iona are 
equivalent. 

3,2 For all x, {S(x,U)IUe{U}}= {UlxeU, U 11 open}, 

3,3 For all x, {S(x,U.)fA} i1 a nbd bull at x, 

3., For all x, {S(x,U,)fB} ii a nbd nb•ltaah at x. 

Proof. Assume 3.2, and let N be a nbd of JC. Then 
JC EU c N , and, for some lle{lI} , U = S(JC,U) Let U. <11 : 
then S(JC,U8 ) c S(JC,U) c N ; hence 3.3 holds. Let ~ be such 
that ~ll1,< lI . Then (V-2.25) y S(JC, U11 ) c: S(JC,U) c: N , so 
that 3.~ holds. The converse arguments are the same, vith the 
addition of the fact that, if S(JC,U) c U and U' = u u {UJ , 
then S(JC,U 1 ) = U. 

If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then ve 
say that the uniformity agrees vith the topology. It is clear 
that if tll} agrees vith the topology of X, then so does 
every finer uniformity. Not every T-space possess a uniformity 
agreeing vith the topology. In fact ve have, 

3,5 Theor••• The following condition, on a Tiapace are 
e11lvalent: 
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3.. If x I e U I ud U I h 
valued f1nctlon h with 

h(x}={~: 

STRUCTS 

open, then.there 11 a contlnuou1 real• 

•=•', 
X 4= U' I 

3.7 If x'e U' and U' 11 open, than {X•<x'> ,ui II a norHI 
covering, 

3.8 So•• 1nlfor•lty gX of X agree, with the topology of x. 
3.8 The unlfor•lty 1X 1gree1 with the topology of X, 

3,10 The 1nlfor•lty fX agreea with the topology of X, 

Proof: We know (V-9,3) that 3,6 and 3,7 are equivalent, since 
x' is closed, as a point of a Ti-space. Assume 3,7, and let 
U be a nbd of x. Then (3.7) {X-<xl ,U} is normal and be
longs to fX. Since the star of x in this covering ia U, 
3.10 holds. 3,10 clearly implies 3,8. 3,8 implies 3,9, since 
(2.13) ax is finer than gX. We need now only prove that 
3,9 implies 3,7, Assume 3,9, and let x• e: U1 • Then, for 
some lle ax , S(x• ,11) c U' • Thia means that 
U < {X- (X 1) ,U'} , and so Qt- (X 1J ,U'} ia normal and 3,7 holds, 

A Ti-space satisfying these equivalent conditions ia a 
completely :regular space (Tychonoff), We may derive several 
consequences from 3,5, We begin with 

3.11 Le•••· Every nor•al T;•P•ce 11 co•pletely reg1l1r, 

~. {X- IXJ ,U} ia a binary open covering and hence normal. 

3.12 Remark. For Ti-spaces we may regard 3,7 as a natural di
lutioii"""or't'he requirement of normality (when this requirement 
is expressed aa "every binary open covering ia normal.") 
3,13 LeHa, If a Tispace l aathfl11 any of 3.1 throagh 3,10 
then so do Its 11b1pac11,. 
Proof, This is clear (III-5,2, III-7,3) for 3,6, hence (3,5) 
it is true for all. 

For the :remainder of this chapter we will consider only 
completely regular spaces. Hence we will use "space" to mean 
"completely regular space." 

3,1, Definition, A acrucc Is a (co•pletely r11ular} apace and 
a unlfor•lty of that apace which agr1e1 with the topology of 
the apace, 

We refer to the atruct, loosely, in the same way that 
we refer to the uniformity. Thus ax ia a struct aa well as a 
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uniformity. We use gX, bX, .•. for general structs over 
the space X 

4. Structs. A basis [sub-basis) for the uniformity of a struct 
is a basis [sub-basis] for the struct. A basis consisting of 
finite coverings is an f-basis. 

The coverings belonging to the uniformity of a struct 
gX are said to be large in gX 

X , 
If Y is a subspace of 

then we may define a struct 
X , 

gY 
and 
by 

gX is a struct over 

,.1 Ill Is large In gY If !8=1lnY, where 1l ii large In gl(, 

We call gY a substruct of gX if 4.1 holds. It is important 
to notice that if Y is a subspace of X it need not be true 
that aY is a substruct of aX, or that fY is a substruct 
of fX. And it may happen that Y is a subspace of X and 
gY is a struct, but there is no struct bX of which gY is a 
substruct. 

We often deal with a struct gX and a fixed basis 
{U(a)IA} of gX. Under these conditions, we often abbreviate 
S(H,U(a)) to S(H,a) . If gY is a substruct of gX, and if 
Ill (a)IA} is a basis of gX, then fYnll(a)jA} is a basis of 
gY . 

We see that we have, 

,.2 •••• A necessary and sufficient condition for x(~IB) to 
converge to x, ii the existence of an Integer n ilnd sets {15,IA} 
such that f3:::, 13 1 l•pl 111 x(f3)eS"(x,e). (Here fll(a)IAJ is a 
bas ii for gXJ 

A result of considerable importance is 

,.a Le11111a. If X Is co•pact, If gX Is a struct over X with basis 
{l[(a}IU, and if ~ Is any (open) cover Ing of X; then, for s0111e 
a, U(a)<1"3, 

Proof. We choose a( a IA) so that ll( a(cx}} < U( a) for all a 
in a . If the lemma were false, then, for each ex and some 
x(a) , S(x(a),a(a)) would fail to lie on a single set of~ 
X is compact, so (IV-4.3) x(alA) has a cluster point x' , 
which must be in an open set V' = ,:I Nov (3.3), for some 
a' , S(x' ,a') c:: V' . And (2.11) we may choose a" so that 
S 2 (x•,a" c: S(x',a'). Take «' so that «' s a" and 
x(«') e S(x',a'). Then S(x(a•),a(a•)) c: S(x(cx•),a") 
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c:: s 2 (:x 1 ,a") c:: S(x 1 ,a 1 ) c::: V 1 , which 1a a contradiction. 

From this lemma we derive 

'·' Theore•, If X 11 co•pact (and co•pletely regular), than It 
ha1 one and only ona unlfor•lty agreeing with lt1 topology, and 
thl1 unlfor•lty 11 •ade up of all (open) covering,, 

On a co•pact (and co•pletely regular ,,ace) there 11 one. 
and only one ,truct, 

Every (open) covering of a co•pact co•pl1tely,re1ular 
1pace 11 nor•al, 

Proof. Some gX is (3.8) a struct over X and (4,3) eve17 
(open) covering of X is large in gX. Hence gX • aX for 
all gX Furthermore, all (open) coverings belong to aX, 

An eaa7 consequence of this result is 

IJ,5 ••••, Every CHPact (cHpletely reg.ular) oace 11. hlly 
nor•a 1, 

Ve call the unique atruct over a compact apace a~
pact struct, and often refer to it b7 X alone. 

From V-4.6 we eaail7 see that 

it ,I •• ••, If {l1( a )I A} I I a bu I I for the cHpaet 1tr1ct X, and 
lf·F' end f• are clo1ed-dl1Jolnt 1at1· In X, then,-for 1o•e·a, 
F'nS(F•,a.)=f 

Ve aa7 that gX is largel7 c~act it it has an f-baaia, 
Clearl7 ever7 compact atruct is largel7 compact. The name is 
justified b7 

IJ,7 Le••a, A 1truct gX 11 largely co•pact If and only If every 
large covering ha1 a finite 1ubcoverlng, 

Proof. L.,et gX be largel7 compact, let , be large in gX , 
and let {U(a)IAJ be an f-baaia for gX. For some a, 
U(a)<'.n Now U(a) = U1,"',Un , and there are V1&I 
with U1 c::: V1 for each i , Let 'D' = {V11 ···,Vnl; since 
UfV1} :::,U{U 1} • X, '1' is the desired finite covering, 

Converael7, it eve17 large covering has a finite sub
covering, these finite aubooveringa form an f-baaia tor gX, 

5. Uniform Continui t,:. Ve have 

5,1 Lea•a, If cp 11 a contlnuo11 function on gX to hY, wlloH 
baH1 au {U(a)IAJ and IJl(b)IU: then the followln1 condition, 
are eJt•lvalent. 
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5,2 If lit h large, then ,- 1 (i) Is large. 

5,S There la a function a(blB), such that x'eS(x•,a(b)) 
1•,lles ~(x')e:S(cp(x•),b), 

s.,. q,-l(IJJ(b)) la large for all b, 
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Proof. Assume 5.4, then cp"'1 (~(b)) 
some a "" a(b) , In (a)< cp-1 (1.ll(b)) . 

is large, so that, for 
This clearly implies 5.3. 

Assume 5.3, and let , be large. For· some b , 
'3(b) < ~; hence cp"1 ('.n(b)) < cp-1 (\n) • Choose b' so that 
!ll(b')*< lll(b) , and choose a• so that U(a')*< U(a(b')) 
if we prove U(a•) < q,-1 (~(b)) , we will have proved 5.2. 
Let Ue lI (a•) and x' e U . Then Uc S(x' ,a•) , and 
q,(U) c cp(S(x•,a•)) c:: S(x'),b') c:: V, where Ve ~(b) . 
Therefore U '== q>-1 (V) and 5.2 holds. 

Clearly 5.2 implies 5.4. 

If q, satisfies these cond:1.tions, we say that it is 
uniformly continuous. 

The following result is interesting and useful. 

5,5 Theorea, A continuous function on an f•str,ct fl to a 
lar1ely coa,act struci gY Is unlforaly contin,oua. 

A continuous function on an a-atruct al to a atruct gY 
la anlforaly continuous, 

~- These results follow innnediately from V-3.7 and 5.4. 

Combining this result with 4.6 we have 

5,8 •••• Every contln1oua function on a coapact atruct la 
un lforaly~cont ln,ou, 

A one-to-one correspondence between two structs, which 
is uniformly continuous in both senses, is a unimorphism. From 
the point of view of the theory of structs, two unimorphic 
structs are abstractly the same. 

6. The Metric Case. The intuitive nature of the machinery 
~hich we have set up may perhaps be clarified by considering 
the special case of metric spaces. We begin with 

8,1 Thoor••• A ,,ace la •etrlza~le If and only If It la the 
aiace of a atr,cl with a co,nta~le baala. 
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Proof. This is essentially a rewording of part of V-8.6, f"r 
V-8.8 holds in a struct with a countable basis, and V-8.9 im
plies the existence of a struct with a countable basis (the 
normal sequence). 

If we have a metric space, that is, a metrizable space 
with a particular metric; then on that space we can erect a 
struct in a natural way. We shall use the notation of V-8. 
The coverings, U9 , bye-spheres are a basis for the struct. 
That is, a covering is large if, for some e > 0 and all x, 
the set S(x,e) is in a single set of the covering. In the 
case of a compact metric space, the greatest such e is called 
the Lebesgue constant of the open covering. 4,3 is a general
ization of the classical result that any ·open covering of a 
compact metric space has a positive Lebesgue constant. From 
4.6 we can derive the corresponding result for closed coverings. 

We see that our definition of uniform continuity re
duces in the case of a metric space to the classical one of 
analysis 

The notion of "largely compact" corresponds to that of 
"total-boundedness," and 3,10 is related to the classical re
sult that every separable metrizable space can be meterized so 
that it· is totally bounded. 

Bow much of the individuality of the metric are we us
ing? It is easy to see that two metrics yield the same struct 
if and only if they uniformly continuous functions of each 
other. 

1· Analogy. There is an interesting and unexplained analogy 
between structs and Ti-spaces. We give parallel definitions 
and theorems in parallel columns. 

A set. 
A T -space. 
A subset. 
An open subset. 
A discrete space (every 
subset is open). 
Evel'Y function on a 
discrete space is 
continuous. 
A finite set. 
A finite set has only one 
topology (as a Ti-space). 

A completely regular space. 
A struct. 
A normal covering. 
A large covering. 
An a-struct (every normal 
covering is large). 
Every continuous function on 
an a-struct is uniformly 
continuous. 
A compact space. 
A compact space has only one 
uniformity (as a struct). 

8. Co111J>leteness. One important property of metric spaces which 
we have not considered for atructa is completeness. 

We begin with the notion of Cauchy mapping. A mapping 
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x(bl'B) of a directed system ~ into a struct gX is a 
Cauchy mapping if it satisfies 

a.1 If lL 11 large, then, for IOH x ', x(bl"B) 11 111t l•atelJ· In 
S(x ',U). 

It is clearly sufficient that 8.1 hold when U runs 
thru a basis of gX. This is easily seen to generalize the 
usual notion of a Cauchy sequence in a metric space .. We shall 
most frequently be concerned with Cauchy phalanxes. 

We see immediately (Most of the proofs left to the 
reader in this 5 require frequent use of 2.11) that 

8.2 

8.3 

•••• 
•••• 

Every convergent phalanx 11 a Cauchy phalanx. 

A eluate, point of a Ca1chy phalanx i1 a ll•lt-of 
the phalanx • 

8.IJ •••• The unlforaly contlnuou1 laage of a Ca11chy phalanx 
11 a Cauchy phalanx. 

8.& ••••. If gX 11 a 1ub1truct of gY, and If x(r)cX, then 
x(1IC) 11 Cauchy In gX If and only If It 11 Ca1chy In gY. 

Two Cauchy phalanxes are a Cauchy pair if the result of 
meshing them (III-2) is a Cauchy phalanx. 

8.6 ••••. If {U.IA} 11 a ba1l1 for gX, then 
a)-x'(~IB) and x•c,tc) are a Ca1ch1 pair• If-there exl1t1 

an lnteger·n and point, {x.lA}, 10 that-both x'(~(B) and x•(1IC) 
are 1ltlaately In sn(x ,a), for each a. 

b) If x'(~IB) ;nd x•(~IC) are a Ca11chy palr,-there 
exlat point, {x.lA} 10 that x'(~IB) and x•(1fc) are both 
ultlaately In S(x.,a) for each a. 

8.7 ••••. The unlfor•ly contlnuou1 l•a1e of a Ca11ch1 pair 11 a 
Cuchy pair. 

B.8 •••• If gX 11 a 1ub1truct of gY, and x•(~II) and x•(1IC) 
are In X, then they are a Ca11chy pair In gX If and only If they 
are a Cuchy pair In gY • 

8.9 •••• The relation of being a Ca1chy pair 11 •~ •••lvalence 
relatlen. 

8.10 ••••. If x'(~IB) and x•(1lc) are a Ca1chy pair, and If 
x'(~IB) converge, to x', then 10 doe, 1•(7fC). Conver,ely, any 
pair of phalanx•• converging to x 11 a Ca1chy pair. 
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A stl'llct gX is complete if every Cauch7 phalanx is 
conver~ent. From 8.4 ve easily see that 
8.11 ••••. A •nl•orphlc l•a1• of a co•plete 1truct 11 • 
co•plete 1tr1ct. 

From 8.2 ve see that 

8.IZ ••••. If gX 11 co•plete and 1Y la a 1ub1truct of 1X; then 
1Y 11 co•plete If and only If Y 11 clo1ed In x. 
8.13 L•••a• In a largely co•pact ,tract each ultraphalana 11 a 
Ca1chy pha hnx. 

Proof. An ultraphalanx is decided about an7 ~ covering. 
Since X has an f-basis, ve see that every ultraphalanx in 
gX is a Cauchy phalanx. 

1.1, Theor••• A largely co•Pact 1truct 11 co•plete If and onfy 
If ll la co•pact. 

A co•pact 1truct 11 co•plete 

Proof. If gX is compact, ~nen every Cauch7 phalanx has a 
cluster point, which is (8.:,) a limit. Hence gX is complete. 

If gX is complete and largel7 compact, then every 
ultraphalanx, being (8.1:,) a Cauch7 phalanx, is convergent. 
Hence gX is compact. 

We HT that hY is a completion of gX, if there is 
a unimorp)ism qi , such that cp{ gX) 1s a substruct of hY , 
and cp( gX • hY • 

8.16 LH•a• If 11X h a 111b1truct of 1Y, and cp 11 a uft..lfenly 
contlnuou, function on 111 with val••• In a co•plttt atfuct hZ; 
thtn-thtrt la·a unl,ue txten1len ,i, of~ to ii and ha1 val••• In 
hZ. 

~- Let T e X , then (8.2) there 1s a Cauch7 phalanx 
x{.., IC) converging to T , with x(r) c: X • How (8.4, 8.5) 
cp( x('J) I C) is a Cauch7 phalanx 1n hZ , and hence has a limit 
z in hZ. If; is a continuous extension of,, then 
(III-7.3) cp(T) • z .• We see that this process leada to a. 
unique z for each T. For if two different phalanxea con
verge to T , they are ( 8 .10) -a Cauch7 pair, and ( 8. 7, 8. 8) 
their images are also a Cauch7 pair and· (8.10) converge to the 
same z • Thus the onl7 plhaaible continuous extension -+ of 
cp is determined by this proceH. We must show- that it is UD1-
forml7 continuous. 
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Let <U(a}I A} be a basis for gX , and let {'l!(b)I B} 
be a basis for h<p(X) . Then {XnU(a)jP} is a basis for gX 
Since cp is uniformly continuous, there is ( 5. 3) a function 
a(bjB) such that x•e S(x'\a(b)) implies q,(x•) e S(cp(x",b) 
Choose b'(blB) so that '.l?(b'(b))*< \ll (b) , and let 
a'(b) "'a(b'(b)) . Suppose that y' and y" belong to X 
and that y' e S( y" ,a' (b)) This means that there is an open 
set U E ll(a'(b)) , with y' , y" e U • Now (III-5.5) 
y' , y" e XnU , so there are (8.15) phalanxes x' hlC) con
verging to y' and x"("if C) converging to y" , with 
x'(l') c: XnU:::, x"(r) . Since x 1 (1) e S(x•(.¢),a'(b)) and 
x"(-y) e S(x 1 (¢),a 1 (b)) for all .., , we see that, for all 
,Y, both q,(x•(-y)) and cp(x"('Y)) belong to S(q,(x 1 (¢),b 1 (b)) , 
which is contained in some set V of V!(b) . Since, for all 'Y, 
cp(x•(,y)) and cp(x"(,y)) belong to V, so do the limits q,(y') 
and cp(y") of these phalanxes. Thus cp(y•) e S(q,(y"),b) 
We have proved ( 5. 3) that q:, is uniformly continuous. 

•• 18 

We may prove in the same way that 

•••• . If:- gX la a aubatruct of gY, hY la a ubatruct of 
hZ, X=Y, Y=Z, gY and hZ are co•plete, and gX and hY are uni•er
phlc; then gY and hZ are unl•erphlc 

And from this we see immediately that 
8.17 •••• Any two co•pletlona of a atruct are unl•erphlc. 

9. Completion. We are going to construct a completion of an 
arbitrary struct gX. Although the result, as we know (8.17) 
is essentially unique, we find it convenient to use ·a fixed 
basis (of a special sort) in its construction. 

8°1 Le•H• 1X hu a bula {U(a)IA}, where a 1 ::::,o.1 l•pllu 
U(oc' )<ll(o:• ). 

Proof. Let {U ( a) l A} be any basis for gX , and let 
U(a) "'A{ U(a)la} ; then Hr («)I A} is such a basis. 

We shall constantly use such a basis for gX and 
abbreviate S(H,U(«)) as S(H,o.) . An A-phalanx is of rank n 
1f 

9.2 a'=>a and a•::::,a l•ply x(a1 )eS"(x(a"),«). 

Obviously, 

9.3 ••••. Every phalanx of finite rank la a Ca11chy p)alanx. 

The importance of phalanxes of finite rank is a conse-
quence of 

9.IJ· Thurn. If x 1 (1318) h a Cauchy phalanx In gX, then there 
exlata a phalanx of rank 2, x(o.ll), which for•• a Ca11chy pair 
with x1 (f318). 
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Proof. By 8.1, there exist points· x(alA) so that, for each 
a,x1 (j!IB) is ultimately on S(x(a),a) . If a'::,a 
and a"::>a , then(9.l) x 1 (/31B) isultimatelyonboth 
S(x(a•),a) and S(x(a"),a) ; hence (IV-2.5) these sets meet, 
and x(«•)e S2 (x(a"),a.). Therefore x(alA) is of rank 2, 
and (8.6) x(«IA) and x•(~IB) are a Cauchy pair. 

9.5 

From 8.10 and 9.4 we see that 

•••• . gX 11 co•plete If and only If each phalanx of rank 2 
11 convergent. 

From 8.2, 8.10 and 9.4 we see that 

9.8 ••••. The topology of X 11 described by the convergence of 
phalanxes of rank 2. 

We need, 

9.7 LeHa. If x(«IA) h of rank r, and If, for some n and all 
«, x'(alA) h ultlHtely In S"(x(a),«); then,x(titlA) and x•(afA) 
are a Ca1chy pair. 

Proof. x•(«IA) is ultimately in sn(;-c(a),«) c: sn+r(x(a),«) • 
x(alA) is ultimately (9.2) in sr(x(«),a) c::: S n+r(x(a) ,a) 
Hence (8.6) x•(alA) and x(alA) are a Cauchy pair. 

9.8 LHH. If x(afA) h of rank r, and If x•(a)e9 8 (x(a),a), 
then x'(«IA) 11 of rank 2n r, and x(«fA) and x'(~IA) are a Cauchy 
pair. 

Proof. If a":::, a and a"::, a , then 
x•(a') e sn(x(a1 ),a.1 ) c: sn(x(a:1 ),a) , x(«') e sr(x(a"),a) , 
x"(a") e sn(x(a") ,a") c= sncx(a") ,a) ; hence 
x"(a') e 52n+r (x(a"),a") . Thus x•(alA) 1s of rank 2n+r , 
and the remainder of the lemma follows from 9.7. 

We are now prepared to proceed with the definition of 
the completion of gX. 

We consider the equivalence classes of phalanxes or 
finite rank with respect to the relation (8.6) or being a 
Cauchy pair; they make up a set X* . We define a mapping 
H- H* of 2X into 2X* by 

9.9 H·={x•fx(«IA)ex• l•pllu that-x(«IA) decldu for H • 
It is clear that 

9.10 He: IC l•pl lu H•c r•, 
and 

9,11 (HnlC)• H•nr•, 
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We define {U*IU open in-X} as a basis for the open 
sets of X* . It is clear (9.11) that X* is a T-space. 

We define ll*(t.t) by U*(a) = {U*IU e U(a) and we 
have 

9, 12 Le•H, u·(a) is a cover Ing of x•, 

Proof. Let x(a/A) 1= x* . Choose (2.11) a' so that 
{S 3(x,a')} < U(a) . Since x(ajA) is Cauchy, it is ultimately 
on S(x',a') for some x'. If x•(a!A) ex*, then 
x•(«IA) and x(afA) are a Cauchy pair, and (8.6) there is an 
x" so that they are both ultimately on S(x",a•) . Clearly 
S~x" ,a•) meets S(x' ,OL') , so that x' (al A) is ultimately on 
some U::, S 3 (x' ,a')::::::::, S(x" ,a•) , where U e U(a) . Hence 
x* EU* and the leIIIDla is proved. 

Now from 9.11 it is clear that 

9,13 a'::::::::,a• l•plles ll9(a')<U"'(a"), 

We now have 

9, IIJ LeHa, If x{all)e x* and hu rank n, then 

x*e S {x* ,a)e (sn+1{x{a) ,a))*. 

Proof. Let x' (a IA) e x '* E S( x* ,ex) ; then there is a set 
Ue U(a) such that x'* and x* both belong to U* 
x(«IA) is ultimately in both U and Sil(x(a) ,a) , so that 
U c S n+1(x(a) ,a) . Since x' (ajA) is ultimately in 
U c S n+l(x(a) ,a) , we have x'* e (sn+l (x(a) ,a))* 

9.15 Le•H, If x(alA)ex•eu•, and n is a given lnte1ar; than, 
for some a, S"{x(«),ix)cu. 

Proof. If ·the lel!lilla were false, then, for all ot. , 
sn(x(a),a) ¢ U. So we might choose x'(a) so that 
x•(a) E sn(x(a) ,ex) and x•(a) $ U . Let x{ajA) have rank 
r; then (9.8) x'(a) has rank 2n+r, while x(alA) and 
x'(alA) are a Cauchy pair; hence x'(tir.lA) e: x* . Since each 
::-t•.(a) $ U , x* $ U* This contradiction proves the lemma. 

1,18 L•••a. {U*{cx)fA} 1atl1fle1 2.8, 2,9 and 3.3. 

Proof. Fix ~. and take (2.11) ~' so that 
{S9 (x,a•)/X}< U(a) . Choose x(alA) e;. x* of rank 2; then 
(9.14, 9.10) S(x*,a 1 ) c: (Ss(x(a1 ),a1 ))* c:: U*, where 
U E U(a.) . Hence U*(a 1 )4 U*(a) , and 2.9 holds. 2.8 is an 
easy consequence of 9.13. 

Let x* e U*, and let x(alA) e= x* be of rank n; 
then (9.15) there is an o: such that S n+l(x(a) ,a) c:: U . Now 
(9.14) S(x*,a) c: (sn+l(x(a),a))* c:: U*; hence 3.3 holds. 
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9.17 Leaaa. 1• 11 a Ti1pace. 

Proof. Suppose that x 1 * s U* implies x"* e U* . Let 
x' (a IA) e x'* be of rank 2, and let x"(alA) e x"* • Let· 
U.,. = S3 (x•(a.),d) . Then (9.12) x'* e U"'* ; hence 
x"* e U«* ; hence x"(«IA) is ultimately in U«. Hence (9,7) 
x' (a IA) and x"(alA) are a Cauchy pair. Hence x'* .. x"* , 
and (III-8.4) X* is a Ti-space. 

'We now let {tI*(A)IA} be a basis for a struct gX* • 
We know (9.16, 9.17) that gX* by 

9.18 q,(x)={all vhahnxu of finite rank converging to x l. 
Further, we clearly have 

1.11 ..... cp(x)eu• If and only If xeU. 
This implies that gX- cp( gX) is a unimorphism of gX 

on a substruct of gX* . From 9.19 we have 

a.20 •••• ( S • ( I ,a))• C S" ( cp( I) ,a)• 
'We use this in 

8.21.Leaaa, A phalanx, x(alA), of rank n, belong, to x• If and 
only If cp(x(a)IA) converge, to x•, 

Proof. Let cp(x(«)IA) converge to x*, and let ~9.4) 
x•(a/A) e x* be or rank 2. Then (9.14) x* e (s (x•(«),cx))•; 
hence cp(x(«)IA) is ultimately in (S3 (x•(~),a))*; hence 
(9.17) x(~IA) is ultimately in S3 (x•(a),a) • Hence (9.7) 
x(a/A) and x•(«IA) are a Cauchy pair and x(alA) cs x*. 

Let x(alA)e x* ; then (9.14 x* e (S n+l(x(cx),a))• • 
Therefore x(alA) is ultimately in sn+l(x(a),~) ; hence 
(9.19, 9.20) cp(x(tx)IA) is ultimately in 
(sn+1(x(a),a))* c: sn•1 (cp(x(a)),~) . Now x* also belongs to 
this set, so that cp(x(a)IA) is ultimately in s2n+2 (x*,a) 
Hence (2.11) q>(x(a)IA) converges to x*. 

From 8.2, 9.4 and 9.21 we have 

1,22 ••••, q,(l)=I•, 
We now show that 

8.23 Le••a, gX* 11 co•plete, 

Proof. Let x*(«/A) be of rank 2 (in· gX*, with regard to 
{U*(«)I A}) • Since cp(X) = X* , we may choose x•(cx) so that 
cp(x• («)) e S(x*(«) ,o) . Then (9.8) q,(x• (a)I A) is or rank 4, 
and x*(4IA) and q,(x' (a)I A) are a Cauchy pair, Hence 
x•(cxlA) is of rank 4 and belongs to some x'*. Hence (9.21, 
8.10) x*(«/A) converges to x'*, and (9.5) gX* is complete 
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We collect all these results (including 8.17) as 

9.2, 1neorem, Every struct may be •completed." That is to say, 
every struct gX has a unlmorphic Image ~(gX) in a com
plete 1truct gX* , where gX* = ~(gX). Such a completion 
is essentially unique, in the sense that any two are uni~ 
morphlc. 

9.25 Remarks. a) The relative shortness of the corresponding 
proof for the metric case is due to the use, in that case, of 
the precise distance, which allows the immediate verification 
of results corresponding to those which must here be treated 
separately. 

b) The dependence of our completion on a particu
lar basis is convenient, as we shall see below. If the reader 
wishes a more symmetric treatment, he has only to observe that 
the process of 9.1 can be applied to the basis for gX consist
ing of all the large coverings of gX. 

Some interesting results follow from the correspondance 
between a basis for gX and a basis for its completion. We 
obviously have 

9.26 ••••. The co•pletlon of a struct with a codntable basis Is 
a struct with a countable basis, 

9.27 ••••. The completion of a largely compact struct is a 
largely co•pact struct. 

And from these we easily deduce 

9;28 •••• The co•pletion of a metric apace ia a •ttrlc space. 

9.29 •••• The completion of a largely compact atruct Is a 
co•pact 1tr1ct. 

9.30 ••••. A strict ia largely co•pact If and only If Its 
co•pletlon is co•pact. 

There are many interesting and unsolved problems con
cerning the connection between a struct and its completion. Is, 
for instance, the completion of an a-struct an a-struct? 

10. Historical Remarks, The notion of "uniformity" has been 
investigated recently by several mathematicians (Cohen 1937, 
Cohen 1939, Graves 1937, Weil 1936, Weil 1937). The most com
plete treatment is that of Weil. This is the only one we will 
discuss, except to observe that Cohen uses a local uniformity 
rather than a uniformity in the large. 

To discuss the relation between Weil's methods and our 
own, we use the familiar terminology of the metric case. Wei1 1 s 
central entities are thee-spheres of center x; ours are the 
coverings by sets of diameter less than e • Weil considers 
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the topology derived from the metric; we consider those metrics 
which agree with the topology. In both cases we must consider 
entities outside the space itself, Weil uses "neighborhoods" 
of the diagonal of the product of the space by itself; we use 
open coverings of the space. 

The two treatments, Weil 1 s and our own, come necessari
ly to the same results. The majority of the results considered 
here are originally due to Weil, although the methods of proof 
and the fundamental notions are often different. 

I prefer the use of coverings, for they are important 
in other branches of topology. Coverin~s and convergence are 
two concepts in the main stream of general topology, and there
fore are especially suited to the discussion of uniformity. I 
hope, in the near future, to apply these methods to a satistac· 
tory dimension theory of structs, using the ideas of Cech. 

In conclusion, we should observe that all the domains 
of the analyst and the algebraist which·have "adequate" topolo
gies are structs. 
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Chapter VII 

FUNCTION-SPACES 

Introduction. 
Space,. 
struch. 
Co•11actneaa. 
Parallelotopu and E•beddlng. 

•• Character latic Function• and Set S11acea. 

1. Introduction. In this chapter we consider certain spaces of 
functions which have topological significance. One important 
example of such a function space is the topological (or Cartesi
an) product of several spaces. 

In § 2 we examine these function spaces as spaces, in § 3 
we examine them as structs. In §4 we consider their compact
ness. In §5 we consider parallelotopes and prove Tychonoff's 
embedding theorem as generalized to largely compact structs. In 
§6 we consider the spaces made up of characteristic functions 
and of subsets. 

2. Spaces. We shall consider only two sorts of function-spaces, 
one in which convergence means pointwise convergence, and one 
1n which convergence means uniform convergence. 

If, for each a e A , Xa is a set, then (I-5) 
is a set whose elements are all the functions x(alA) 
xa = x(a) E Xa for all a -.-We call xa = x(a} the 
ordinate of x. The function pa defined by pa(x) = 
called the projection on the ath coordinate. 

If each Xa is a space, then we proceed to make 

P{XalA} 
for which 
ath co
x is 

P{XafA} a space. Fix Xi= {x~IA} ; for some a choose a 
nbd Na of x't in r'- , and consider N = {xfxa e Na} We 
call this set a hyPerslice with base Na . If we let Na run 
thru all a sub-basic set of nbds of xf, and then let a run 
thru A, we obtain a collection of sets which we define to be 
a sub-basic set of nbds of Xi , By the methods of III-3 we 
may easily see that 

2.1 •••• If x(bl~) I~ a •a1111lng of a directed ayate•· Into 
X=P{l"IAJ, then x(bl~) convergu (Jn X) to x If-and only If 
x•(bl~) converge• (In x•) to x• for each a. 
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2.2 ••••. If f=f(ylY) 11 a function fro• th, 1pace Y to 
X=P{X"IA}, then It 11 contlnuoa, If ind only If the function, 
f 1=f•(1IY)=p•(f(y)jY) fro• Y to x• are contlnuou1 for each•• 

We call {X6 IA} the topological or pointwiae product of 
the X a • 

If all the X6 are T-apacea, then {x61A} is also a 
T-apace. A sub-basis for its open sets is formed by the hyper
slices with open bases. 

If all X6 = X, we write (X IAl)p for {X6 IA} . If 
I Al = IB I , then clearly (X IAI) p ia homeomorphic to (X IBI )p. 
By writing (X IAl)p we :f,mply that we use A aa the set of in
dices in forming the product. 

In simple cases this product ia very familiar; if I is 
a segment, then (I 3 )p is a cube. 

We note that a product of discrete spaces ia discrete if 
and only if there are a finite number of factors. 

We now consider a different type of function apace, one 
where convergence means uniform convergence. lf gX ia a 
struct and A is a set (discrete apace) , then the points of 
(gX IAl)u are those of (X IAI) =P {X 6 1A} , where X6 • X. 
That is, the points of (gX IA~u are all the functions from A 
into gX (if we consider A as a discrete atruct, then these 
functions are all the uniformly continuous functions from the 
discrete struct into gX) • If ~,~ e: (gX IAl)u, and if 
ll(b) is a large covering in gX, then ,i,eut(cp) if, for all 
a , ;,(a) e S(cp(a) ,b) • If {ll(b) IB} is a basis for gX , 
then we define {Ut(T~jb e: B, cp e; (gXIAl)u} aa a basis for 
the open sets of (gX )u. It is clear that two such bases 
obtained from different bases of gX are equivalent. We as
serted that convergence in (gX IAl)u means uniform convergence. 
This follows from 

2.3 ••••. If y(dlB) 11 a •applng of a directed 11,t••· Into 
Y=(ax .. ,.,where y(d)=x,(alA), and r=r(alA), then y(dlJ9).c:onver111 
to, If and only If, for each large covering ll of gX there 11 e 
d I uch that d>d I l•pl 111 x,(a)eS(x(a) ,U) for al I· a. 

2.~ ••••, A function, fro• Z to Y=(gX1''). 11 contla1011 If and 
only If It 11 ettulcontlnuou In•· That 11, If and only If, 
,,ttlng cp(z)=x 1 (alA), for each z 1eZ and each large covering 11 
of gX there exl1h an open 11t Ya z'.• 1uch that z eY 1•1111111 
1 1 (,)es(x •. (,),U) for all•· 
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If A is finite, and if X is a normal T1 -space, then 
( fX IAI )u , ( aX IAI )u and (X IAI )P are homeomorph-ve see that 

ic. 

If hY is another struct, then gXhY is defined as the 
subspace of (gX IYI )u made up of uniformly continuous functions. 

2.5 TheorH. gX"' Is cloud In (gX'")., That ii,·• unlfor• ll•lt 
of uniformly contlRuoua functions la unifor•IY contlRuoua, 

Proof. Let {ll(a)IA> be a basis for gX and let t'1t(b)IB> 
be a basis for hY. Let z(6ID) converge to z, vhere 
z(LI) c::: gX hY. Let z(S) = z~(ylY) and z = z(ylY) . Let a 
be fixed, and choose a' so that (VI-2.11) S~(H,a') c:. S(H,a) 
for all H c X . Then (2.3) ve may fix 61 so that 
z6, (y) e S(z(y),a') for all y . Since z6, = z( 61 ) is uni
formly continuous, there exists (VI-5.3) a b such that 
y' e S(y11 ,b) implies z4, (y') es S(z6, (y11 ),a 1 ) • Combining 
this vith the results above, ve see that y 1 e: S(y11 ,b) implies 
z(y') e S(z(y11 ) ,a) . Hence ve have shovn that z is uniformly 
continuous. 

For a,!lY ve vri te simply X hY , for g7!1Y ve vri te 
gXY, and for aX 8 Y ve vrite xY. Since every continuous 
function on an a-struct is uniformly continuous, gXY consists 
of all continuous functions on Y to X, vhere convergence 
means uniform convergence in gX. If X and Y are both 
compact, then gX = aX and hY = aY so that gXhY = xY 

3. Structs. We vish to attach a uniformity to P{gX8 (A} If 
U1 is large in gX8 , ve naturally consider the covering 11 

vhose open sets are the hyperslices based on the sets of u• . 
The class of coverings obtainable in this vay is defined to be 
a sub-basis for the large coverings of P{gX 8 IA} . We see im
mediately (VI-3.4) that this uniformity agrees vith the topology 
of P{gX8 IA} which is that of {X8 1A} . Hence ve have 

3.1 ..... If each gX• ii-a atruct, then P{gX•IU la a atruct, 

We may easily see xhat 

3.2 •••• A phalanx In P{gX"IA} la Cauchy if and only If eaeh 
of Its at" project Iona is a Cuchy phalanx in· the correa,ond Ing 
gX • • 

Hence (2.1) ve have 

3.3 •••• gX la co•plete if and only If each gX• la co•pleta, 
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We see directly, that 

3.~ •••• tX •• largely compact If and onh If each 1X1 h 
largely compact. 

Combining these results (VI-8.14), we obtain a special 
case of an important result of the next §. 
3.6 •••• gX la coapact If and only If each gl' 11 coapact. 

a ( IA/) a I If all gX = gX , we write gX P for P lgX A} , 

We now return to (gX IAI )u and tQe notation of the 
last§. We define Jt(b) by li'(b) .. {u;(cp)lcp e (gX IAI )u} , 
If {ll(b))B} is a basis for gX, then we define {U"Cb)IB} 
to be a basis for (gx:IAl)u. It is easy to see that any two 
such bases are equivalent and that the uniformity so defined 
agrees with the topology. Hence (gX /Al)u is a struct. 

We have 
3.6 Theorea. If gX h coaplete, then (gX"'). 11 coaplete. 

Proof. Let <U((3)1B} be a basis of gX satisfying VI-9,1, 
Then {ll"{(3)1B} is a similar basis for (gx:IAI )u • If 
z(,ylC) , where zC,) • {xa('Y)IA} , is of rank 2 in (g.,: IAI) u, 
then (VI-9,2) xaC..,,1 ) e S2 (x&(,y"),1) whenever 'Y' :>"/ and 
-y"~ "I Therefore, for each a , x8-(7IC) is of rank 2 in 
the complete struct gX and hence has a limit xa. Since 
x&C'JIC) is ultimately in S2 (x&('y),-yj , and ultimately in 
S(x8 ,1) , these sets mt>et, and S2 (xa(')') ,-y) c::: S8 (xa,,') , 
Therefore, for each a , 'Y •:, implies x ac ..,. ) e s 8 ( xa ,1.) 
Hence (2,3, VI-2.11) z(1IC) converges to z • {x 8 IA>. 
Hence (VI-8.14) (gX IAI )u is complete. 

We regard gx:hY as a substruct of (gx:IY/ )u • From 
2,5 and 3,6 we have (VI-8.17) 

a.7 ••••, If g.< la coa11lete, then gX'" I• coaplete, 

The converses of 3,6 and :,,7 are trivial. 

We close this section by asserting certain un1morph1sms. 
It is easy-to show, in each case, that the obvious correspond
ence is a unimorphism. 

3 .a ••••, we have. "' 
a) If gX h unlmorpltlc to hY and IAI Ill, then (11 ), 

h .nlaorphlc to (hY"'),, and (gX1''). 11 unlmorphlc · to (hY'") •• 
b) If gX l•·•nlaorphlc to hY and JV 11-unlaorphlc-to 

kl, than gXl' I• unlHrphlc to hJu, 

4.!_Jiompactness. We begin with 
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IJ,I Theorea, X=P{X-IA} la ca.pact If and only If each x• la 
co•Dact, 

Proof. Suppose each '1!1- compact. Let x(~IC) be an ultra
phalanx in X. Since each projection is single-valued, each 
xa(1IC) is (IV-3.1) an ultraphalanx, which converges (IV-4.6), 
say to x1 . Then (2.1) x(1Jc) converges to x = {xalA}. 
Hence (IV-4.6) X is compact. The converse is left to the 
reader. 

I I I 

x(~) 

The analogous result about hXgY is false. Consider 
where I is the closed interval [0,1] . Define 

f.,.(tJI) by 

t 
t 
t 

O, -1 
l-l0tl (where li:xi is the cardinal 
1. number of the set ot • ) 

and making fa(tlI) 
phalanx x(alA) has 

linear elsewhere. In ( I 111 ) , the 
the unique limit x' = f'(tlI) , where 

{ 
o, 

f'(t) = 
1, t 1. 

t < 1, 

Now in (I 1I 1)u, which has a finer topology than (I IIl)p , 
this phalanx fails to converge to this limit and fails to have 

x' as a cluster point. Since x• is the only cluster point 
of this phalanx in the coarser topology, it follo~s that the 
phalanx has no cluster point in the finer topology. This is al-
so true in I I so that this struct also fails to be compact. 

5. Parallotopes and Embedding. A parallelotope is a pointwise 
power (rlAI )p of the closed interval [O ,l] . It is well lmown 
(Heine-Borel theorem and IV-4.13) that I is compact; hence 
each parallelotope is compact. 

We shall need certain bases and sub-bases 
lelotope. u:(x 0 ) consists of all x e (I IAI )p 
I xa-x8 I < e for a e « (Here, of course, e 
real number.) We hav.e 

for a paral
for which 

5, I •••• 

is a positive 

{U:(x}f«eA, e>O} ha nbd baala at-x, 
{u:(x)laeA, e>O} la a nbd aub-baala at x, 

u• conalata of all u:(x); we abbreviate S(x,U:) aa 
s(x,•,e), • 

5,2 •••• {lt:ltxeA, e>O} la• baala for the atruct (1 1• 1), • 

<U:laeA, e>O} ha nb-bHh hr the strict (1 111 ), 
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We have 

5,3 Theore•, Every co•pact 1truct 11 unl•orphlc to a 1ub1truct 
of a parallelotope, 

~- If gX is compact, then (VI-4) X is a normal T1 -space. 
If {UblB} is a basis for gX, and if {U,.IA} are the basic 
binary coverings belonging to this basis (V-4.7), then the real
valued continuous functions (VI-9.3) cp'ixlX) , where 

{ 
o, x e ub. , 

cp(x) = 
l, x e: X-Ub, 

and where ~ .. {Ob, ,x-n;.,} , map X into (I IAI )p 
Since each ~ is continuous, it follows (2.2) that cp• {<tlA} 
is continuous and hence (VI-5,5) uniformly continuous. 

Now from V-4. 7 we see that cp"1. is single-valued. Let 
x e O c X , where O is open, then (VI-4. 7), there is a 
basic binary covering {0 1 ,X-u"} where x e U" c::: 0 1 c:: 0 , 
hence cp•(x) .. 0 , and if cp•(x) < l , then x e 0 1 c::: 0 , 
Since cp(X)n{xJct(x) ,-= l} c::= (q,·1 t 1 (0) is a nbd of cp(x) in 
q,(X) , we see that q,·1 is continuous. As a continuous image 
(IV-5.1) of X , cp(X) is compact, hence (VI-5.5) cp·1 is 
uniformly continuous. 

Since every largely compact struct ~s unimorphic to a 
substruct of a compact struct (its completion), we have 

s., ••••, Every l~rge\y co•pact ,tract 11 unl•orjhlc to a ••b· 
1tr1ct of a parallelotope, 

Conver1ely, every ,truct unl•orphlc,to a 1ub1truct of 
a parallelotope 11 largely co•pact, 

Since an f-struct can be erected on any completely 
regular spa·ce, we have 

&.& ••••, (Tychonoff'• The~re•) Every co•p1e1e1y-re1ular 1pace 
11-ho•eo•orphlc to a 1ub1pace of a paralleletope, 

Conver1aly, every 1pace ho••••orphlc-to a 11bapaca of 
a parallelotope la·co•pletely regular, 

6. Characteristic Functions and Set Spaces. Consider (TA )p, 
where T, is the discrete space consisting ot th~ two points 
o and l • The points of. (T IAI )p are functions on A taking 
the values O and l • Such a function is usually called the 
characteristic function or the set on which it takes the value 
l. This defines a one-to-one correspondence between the points 
of (T IAI) P and those or 2 IAI • We are naturally led to intro
duce the topology in 2 IAI which makes this a homeomorphism.. 
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If we do ~his, then we have 

6.1 **••. A •applng C(bf'8) of a directed ayah• Into 21" con
verges In 21' 1 to C=A if and only if, for all xeC, c(bl'B) 
ultlHtely contains x, and for all xEfaC, C(bf'8) ultlHtely falls 
to contain 11. That h, If and only if 

&.2 C=utn{C(b)lb>b'}lb'etH =n{UlC(b)lb>b'}lb'en}. 

We may easily recognize 6.2 as a natural generalization 
of a well-known condition for the convergence of sequences of 
sets. 

Since T was a compact struct, we have 

6.3 •••• 21' 1 11 a co•pact 1truct • 

We need the following result later, 

&.IJ •••• If C(n+l):::,C(n) for all n, then C(nlN) convergea-to 

U{C(n) f N} • 
We may regard 2 IAI as a ring, defining the "stun" of 

B and C to be (BuC)-(BnC) , and the "product" of B and 
C to be BC. It is easy to see that these operations are 
continuous in the topology we have introduced. Thus 2 IAI is a 
topological ring. 



Cha,ter · Y 111 

EXAMPLES 

I, Introduction, 
2, So•e Non•nor•al Space,, 
3, Some Sl•ple.struct,, 
,, So•• MIidiy Co•ple1 Structa, 

l, Introduction. We collect here a few examples or interest 
from a rather general point or view. 

1,1 In thla chapter -e reaove the reatrlctlon that 1 la a finite 
1ub1et of C, We••• "I for any 1ub1et of c, and r for any col lee• 
tlon of i'•, 

2. Some non-normal spaces. We use a simple modification or an 
idea or Oech to exhibit some examples or spaces which are com
pletel7 regular but not normal. 

Let C be an7 uncountable set (e.g., the real numbers), 
and consider r • 2 ICI, with the topolog7 discussed in 
VII-6, Let Ii = {'YI 1 is countable } ; then r2 is a subspace 
of r1 , We now consider the product P ( f 1 ,r2 ) We shall 
write its elements as ordered pairs. We consider two subsets 
or the product, 

D .. {b,-r)l')lef2} 
E = {(C,7)1,,ef2 } ( C does belong to r1 ! ) , 

I sa7 that these sets are both closed. D is closed, for 1f 
(')'(alA) ,-y(qlA)) converges to (,y• ,,y") it is clear (VII-6.2) 
that "I' .. -y" • E is closed, for the point C is closed in 
r1 • Let U and V be open sets with D c:: U and E c:: V , 
Let "t ( l) e fz Let cp(-y) = 'Y , then q, C, IC) converges to 
C , and hence (cp{,ylC),-y(l)) converges to (C,7(1)) e V • 
Hence there is an 7(2):::>-y(l) for which (1(2),1(1)) Ei V 

We repeat this argument to obtain a simple sequence 
{7(n)/N}, so that ("/(n+l),-y(n)) e: V, and 
7(n+l)=:>7(n), Let "I'"' U{1(n)IN}; then (VII-6.4) both 
1(n) and 1(n+l) converge to "I I as n _. oo • Hence 
(7(n+l),')l(n)) converges to C,,•,-r•) as n-oa. But 
( ')'' ,-y') e D c:: U , hence, for some n , (7(n+l) ,')'(n)) es U ; 
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hence U n V ! f6 • Thus P ( rt, r2 ) is not normal. 

Now (VII-3, VII-6) r1 = 2 ICI is a struct in a natural 
way, and so is P (rs, ~ ) ; hence the product is a completely 
regular space. So we have 
z.1 P(r1 ,r2 ) ia co•pletely regular-but not nor•al. 

If we regard 
and we make P ( r1 , r.) 

ft as a ring, then r2 is a sub-ring, 
a I'ing in the natu!'al way. Hence 

2.2 ~•••. There exist non-normal topological rings. 

Hy replacing T (T ICI was homeomorphic to 
(VIII-6)) by, 1) the group of the real numbers modulo 
circle group), or 2) the group of all real numbers, 
shown that 

2 ICI 

1 (the 
it may be 

2.3 ••••. There axl1t connected, co•pletable, non-noraal topolo
gical group,, 

2.IJ ••••, There exist non-nor•al linear topoleglcal 1pacea, 

3. Some simple st!'ucts. We assume that the topology of the 
closed interval of I'eal numbers [0,1] is known. We shall be 
interested in two of its simple!' subspaces. Let X consist of 
the points 1/n, where n is a positive integer. Then X is 
discrete and fully normal; hence every finite covering of X 
is open and normal. Let Y consist of the points of X and 
the point O . Each open covering of Y contains an open set 
containing O, and hence containing all points 1/n for n 
greater than some n' 

Suppose that gY is a struct, and that gX is a sub
struct of gY. Then each large covering of gX contains a 
set containing all the points 1/n for n greater than some 
n' fX lacks this property; hence fX is a subst!'Uct of no 
gY 

4. Some mildly complex st!'Ucts. We start with any uncountable 
set C, and the family re of its countable subsets (1.1). 
Zorn's Lemma asserts that the!'e exists a maximal linearly 
ordered (by => , of course) subfamily of re Let one suc.1 be 
r . We shall need 

IJ,I If 1.er for each n, than U{'Y.IN} 

To prove this, let <J' = U{-y11 l N} , and let .., el r . If', 
f'or some n , 'l c "In , then .., cry' . If, f'or all n , 
'Yn C 'Y then 'Y' C 'Y We see that r I .. ruiry'} is 
linearly ordered. Since I' was maximal, we have r• = r and 
7'e r Thus 4.1 is proved. Similarly, we have 

IJ,2 If r1c:r and If U{ry1 1-y1 e r 1 } ha coutabl• ut,-than thh 
Ht belongs to f, 
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We now introduce what might be called a "lower topologr" 
into l . It 11 er and' "I-/- - , then a basis tor the nbds 
or 'li 1s made up or the sets N_, ('Yi) , where ry I c: ry1 and 

N,y,C'11) ""{,y'l,y'c:,Yc:'}/i "Y-/-"/ 1}' 

A basis ror the nbds or , is «-}} This topologr clearly 
makes r a space, in which we have 

ii.3 If r1 c:r, and If Ul')'l'ler} belong, to r, then It llelon11 
to i\, 
,., If 1'.+i=>'l'.• then {ry.lN} conver111 to ut1.1N}, 

We now show that 

,.s r 11 co•pletely nor•al, 

. Let r1 and r2 be subsets or r for which 
fi n r2 .. - • r1 n fi2 , It 1'i a I;. , then we consider 
"11 .. {7111')' 11 • r2 } , 'l"c:71 , we see (4.2, 4.:,) that 
71 e r2 ; . hence 'Y' -1- "'11 and N7 , ( ')11 ) is an open set which 
does not meet r, . We proceed in the same way tor each 
"'/1 e r1 and in the corresponding way for each "12 s r2 • 

Then rs .. u { N,, ( 'Y1H 'Y1 e fil and r4 = U { N 7 ,( 'Yz)l'>'2 er2 
are open sets, such that r1 c r, , Ii c:r4 , and 
r1nr4 • ~ • r2 nr, . Now from the linearity or r and the 
construction or r3 and r4 we see that r, and r4 are dis
joint. Hence r is completely normal. 

For each "fer , we define. S'1 • { ,y'I "I'=> "I ,'Y 1 (a'Y , 
,fer Then we have 

ii.1 If Ula an open coverln1 of r-, then-10.1 S,. la lnchded 1n 
IOH Yell~ 

Ir not, for each')' and some ")'ab)::>"1, "'lab) e S(,y,U). 
Let ..,1 be arbitrary, and put 'Ya.1• 'Ya('}'.) ; Let 
"'I' -u { 'Ynl N} , which (4.1) belongs to r . Let "I I e. U e 1.t • 
Since (4.4) f'JalN} converges to ~· , there is an n' , such 
that "In eu , for n > n' , Hence 
i'n•.a .. ,Ya( 'YD') e S(,y11,, 11) ; which 1B a contradiction. Thus 
4.6 is proved, and we have at once 

,·,7 Every·nor••I coverln1 of r contaln1·• aet· lncl1dln1 an·S~~ 
We now see that 

,.a ar la not co•plete, 

Let D • r , then ror 6 • b. (We still use 6 ror finite 
subsets or D) let ,y(6) • u t,y I 'V • a e 61 • I say tha~ 
'7(6ID) is a Cauchy phalanx. For clearly 7(6ID) decides for 
each .s.., , and hence ( 4. 7) 'Y ( cS I D) is Cauchy. But, tor the 
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same reason, ~(61D) cannot converge to any element of r, 
since X-8~ is a nbd of~ 

This example is due, in a slightly different form, to 
Dieudonne 1939. 
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Chapter IX 

DISCUSSION 

I. What 11 Topology? 
2. The Role of Den~•erablllty. 
3. Which Separatlen A1lo•1 are l•portant? 
,. No Tr1n1flnlte Nu•bere Wanted. 
5. The Subee~uence and It, Generallzatlone. 
&. Ph1l1n1e1-v1. Filter,. 

1. What is topologr? This heading is inaccurate; the meaningful 
question and the one we discuss is "What should we mean b"7 
topology?" • We must begin by making it clear that we do not 
(in this discussion) include algebraic or combinatorial topology. 
We return to this point later. 

ClaBBically, topology was sometimes defined as "the 
geometry whose group is the group of all bicontinuous transforma
tions." I feel that this definition is both too wide and too 
restricted: it uses the word "geometry," and it insists on in
variance under all bicontinuous transformations. Thus it would 
include combinatorial topology and exclude any discussion of 
uniformity (as a part of topology}. 

Topology should be an analog of modern algebra. Modern 
algebra is concerned with suitably restricted finite operations 
and relations. Topology should be concerned with suitably re·
stricted infinite operations and relations. (In both cases, we 
may expect "suitably restricted" to have a force diminishing 
with increasing time.) Prominent examples of such infinite op
erations are conve:t"Bence and closure •. While these can be re
garded aa finite operations, this point of view usually serves 
only to hide their true nature, as this nature is revealed in 
their applications. From this point of view, uniform converg
ence, uniform continuity, and their related ideas, are a very 
proper part of topology. 

When we includ.e uniformity in topology, we must be 
careful to exclude metric notions. The notion of pairs of equi
distant points is surely not a topologica1·one; it belongs to a 
discipline of more detail and less generality, 
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Since topology is abstract and general (even for mathe
matics), we may expect its ideas and results to be useful tools 
in many distinct branches of mathematics. The need, in several 
of these branches, notably analysis and topological algebra, for 
a suitable treatment of uniformity proves an additional reason 
for making uniformity a part of topology. 

According to this view, algebraic topology and topologi
cal algebra are the results of combining algebra and topology. 
In the first, algebra is applied to topological objects; in the 
second, topology is applied to algebraic objects. 

2. The role of denumerability, The unusual, and seemingly un
necessary, position of denumerability in topology has caused 
comment (Weil 1937), There seems to be no a priori reason why 
this should be so. Yet metrization (the possibility of a struct 
with a countable basis, VI-6.1), a countable basis, the first 
countability axiom, and other references to denumerability ap
pear in the hypotheses of many topological theorems. In some of 
these theorems (a regular space with a countable basis is nor
mal, a complete metric space is never of the first category in 
itself, ···) the hypothesis of denumerability cannot be re
placed by an essentially more general one without destroying the 
theorem. 

After considering the role of directed systems in these 
arguments, one finds that denumerability is essential only to 
ensure the equivalence of sequence and phalanx, the conjunction 
of monotonicity and finiteness. A set is countable if and only 
if it can be "reached" ("swelled to") by a monotone family of 
its finite subsets. The countable is important because it is so 
nearly finite. 

There is no other infinite cardinal showing similar 
special properties in topology. This has been experimentally 
true in the past and can confidently be expected to hold in 
future. 

3. Which separation axioms are important? What classes of ob
jects are important for topological study? We have examples of 
spaces that are T- but not T0 -, T0 - but not Ti-, Ti- but not 
Hausnorff, Hausdorff but not regular, regular but not completely 
regular, completely regular but not normal, normal but nor com
pletely normal, completely normal but not perfectly normal, per
fectly normal but not metrizable, and so on. Are all these 
categories important? Shall we divide our energies among them 
all? To me it seems that only a few are important: this can be 
verified only after more experience; but I feel that one can now 
see dimly which are the ones that matter. 
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The most general class of object that I would suggest 
for topological study at present is what is defined in-III-3,16 
as a space. We require, for example, of the closure operator 
only that it commute with union and preserve the empty set. I 
am not prepared to assert that this is ultimate generality, but 
rather that this is a natural class or sufficient.generality for 
present purposes. 

It may be true that T-spaces form an important class; 
I am inclined to doubt this. 

The next important class is that of completely regular 
spaces, which contains all algebraic objects with an adequate 
topology. The importance of this class comes from the fact that 
on them we may erect structs. Since we may build two topologi
cally invariant structs (which coincide in the compact case) on 
every completely regular space, it is not unreasonable to say 
that if a space is completely regular we should usually regard 
it as a struct. 

I do not think that normality is important. The intro
duction (V-3) of the notion of a normal covering should allow 
many of the important results about normal spaces to be extended 
to completely regular spaces. And on the other hand, there 
exist examples (VIII-2) of various kinds of algebraic objects 
which fail to be normal. I believe that no algebraic condition 
(not involving or implying finiteness or countability) can ensure 
normality. 

Full normality remains to be investigated; it may be 
that it has importance in dimension theory and related topics, 

Metrizability is of uncertain importance; a large part 
of its present position may come from its implication of full 
normality. 

We have yet to discuss the requirements that a T-space 
be T0 -, Ti-, Hausdorff, or regular. I allot to these a very 
minor role. They are convenient if another hypothesis allows 
one to pass from them to complete regularity (as in the theorem 
that every Ti-topological group is completely regular). They 
may perhaps be useful in certain special places •. To one who has 
seen "Hausdorff space" so many, many times this may seem rather 
harsh treatment; but if he examines a few examples I believe 
that he will eventually agree with this position. 

I close this discussion by pointing out the need for a 
shorter and more suitable term than "completely regular space," 
and proposing the term "Tychonoft' space." 

4. No transfinite mnnbers wanted. I believe that transfinite 
mnnbers, particularly ordinals, hav• a proper place only in 
descriptive theories, such as: the successive derivatives of' a 
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set, the Bo~el classes of sets and the Baire classes of func
tions, and some of the less plea~ing parts of the theory of di
rected systems. We have succeeded 1n eliminating all infinite 
ordinals from the treatment of the subjects dealt with here. 
The only transfinite cardinal to make an essential appearance is 
N., and ve have already seen that denumerability does play an 
important and distinctive role. 

Zorn's Lemma serves to eliminate arguments by transfin
ite induction. The other stronghold of the transfinite in 
topology has been the construction of counterexamples. In 
VIII-2 and VIII-4 ve see tvo ways of adapting examples, original
ly constructed with transfinite ordinals, to examples construct
ed vi th sets. 

5. The subsequence and its generalizations. The stumbling block 
in the effort to generalize satisfactorily the convergence of 
sequences vas the subsequence. We may define a subsequence in 
several ways, and, if we try to generalize the wrong one, the 
results may be unfortunate. 

We may look on a subsequence as a cofinal part of a 
sequence, as a part that goes beyond any given point. If ve 
realize that linear order is inessential, then ve are led to 
the ideas of Moore and Smith and to a satisfactory theory of 
convergence. 

We may look on the statement "every sequence contains a 
convergent subsequence" as a vay of stating that there are one 
or more points from which the sequence "cannot tear itself 
avay. 11 If ve adopt this view, ve are led to cluster points and 
a satisfactory theory of compactness. 

We may look on the statement "every sequence contains a 
convergent subsequence" as being in the form ve wish to general
ize. If ve do, ve find that it will not generalize satisfac
torily. 

We may look on a sequence as a "point-set" having the 
same cardinal number as the "point-set" corresponding to the 
whole sequence. If ve do, ve are led to the notion of "complete 
limit-point" and the complications of infinite cardinal 3rith
metic. This leads to a complicated and non-perspicuous theory 
of compactness. 

This last point of view vas encouraged by tvo details. 
First, the analyst's habit of saying "for infinitely many n," 
when he meant "for a subsequence of n. 11 As long as one is 
solely concerned with sequences, this is a simple and suitable 
method of expression. From a general point of view, however, 
this expression emphasizes the wrong property. Second, in talk
ing about a sequence, in tope~ogy but not in anal~sis, there vas 
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a tendency_to neglect the ordering; to regard a sequence as a 
"point-set" rather than as a function defined on the positive 
integers. This attitude ls exemplified-by the careful (some
times!) distinction between a "Punktfolge" and a Zahlfolge." 

It ls my firm conviction that this last point of view 
ls not a good one, as judged by its results; for I feel that 
cardinal arithmetic of the complicated sort ("regular alephs," 
"accessible alephs," etc.) should be kept as far from general 
topology as possible. This ls the ordinal part of the theory 
of cardinal numbers, and ls essentially descriptive. It ls not 
the task of general topology to describe objects in terms of 
ordinal numbers. 

6. Phalanxes vs. Filters. The notion of a filter, introduced 
by H. Cartan in 1937, has been used by N. Bourbaki and his col
laborators as a generalization of a sequence. That ls, they 
consider the "convergence" of filters. 

Given a sequence, they consider the filter of all sets 
which contain the image or a "residue" of the integers. The 
filter converges to a point if it contains every nbd of the 
point. Thus for filters derived from sequences we have the 
classical convergence condition. 

This notion has the disadvantage that, in the case of 
sequential convergence, it concerns itself with the unintuitive 
family or sets, rather than the rather intuitive sequence. 
Thus, to obtain generality, we must abandon the intuitively 
satisfactory treatment of the sequential case. It may seem un
fortunate, to one interested in generalities, that the sequence 
has a special place in topology. It seems, however, to be true. 
(Ye may always replace the sequence by a phalanx on a countable 
base, but in a few places this seems artificial), 

Phalanxes, on the other hand, form a part of a theory 
of convergence (of functions on directed systems) which includes 
sequences. We obtain generality without discarding the intui
tive treatment of special cases. 

In closing, it should be noted that the idea of an 
ultraphalanx stems from the idea of an ultrafilter, and that 
they are essentially equivalent. The equivalence is between a 
single ultrafilter and a class of ultraphalanxes. Ultrafilters 
have the advantage or uniqueness. Ultraphalanxes have the ad
vantages or occasional simplicity and inclusion in a simple 
theory of convergence. 
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special pseudo-ecart, or ape, &O 
stack, ba,e of a stack, 13 
star, Iterated ,tar, qq; ,tar-finite 

covering, star-finite collectlon 
of covering,, 118; ,tar-refln ... nt, 
•& 

atruct, 58; ba1l1 for a, &9; COii

pact, largely C011pact, 60; com
plete, c011pletlon of a, 6• 

1ub-, 2 
1ub-ba1l1, 27; for a unlfor•lty, && 
aubcoverlng, 31 
1ubphalanr, 35 

subspace, 28 
sub1truct, &9 
1ub1y1t•, 3 
superapace, 21 
1upre•u•, • 
sy ... trlc, 3 
1y1te• of 1ub1et1, 3 

T1·•pace, 29 
to,ologloal 1ro•1ct, 72 
topology, 2' 
topophalanx, 33 
transitive, 2 
trelll1, complete trelll1, & 
trlvlally ordered, 3 

ultl•ately, 32 
ultraphalanx, 32 
unlfor•lty, &&; b11l1 for a, lnducea 

a, 1ub-ba1l1 for a, && 
unlfor•IY contlnuou1, Ii 
unhiorphl••, 81 
union, 2; of covering,, q3 
1,pper bound, q 

vacuoualy ordered, 3 

Zorn, 7 
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